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Generous
PART EXCHANGE or CASH
Waiting for your used Gear

IC-7300

100W HF+6m+4m
• RF direct sampling
• Touch screen control
• Great reviews!

GENEROUS
Part X
CALL NOW!

£1049.95

Kenwood TS-990S
HF/6m Radio
• Dual TFT display
• 200W output
• High performance RX

PALSTAR

GENEROUS
Part X
& FREE
DELIVERY!

£4995.00

HF/VHF/UHF with
£919.95
touch screen!
SSB/CW/FM/C4FM Digital/AM/RTTY/PSK!
• Up to 100W (2m/70cms 50W) output

METRO VNA Pro

KENWOOD

HF-Auto 1.5kW fully auto antenna tuner
Covers 6-160m
Output power: 2-1800W
Display: 4 line large
print
£1499.95

AT-2K 2kW manual antenna tuner

Covers 6-160m
Output: 2000W PEP
Metering: Active cross
needle

£599.95

AT-500 600W manual antenna tuner
Covers 6-160m
Output: 600W PEP
Built in 4:1 balun

£479.95
AT-5K-HP .3.5kW manual tuner.................£969.95
AT-5K .......3.5kW manual tuner...............£1249.95
AT-4K .......2.5kW manual tuner...............£1025.00
AT-2KD.....2kW Differential manual tuner..£599.95
DL-1500...1500W high power dummy load .£199.95
BK4C/1:1 .4kW 1:1 ratio current balun........£84.95
BK4C/4:1 .4kW 4:1 ratio current balun........£84.95

Antennas, Telescopic Poles, Aluminium Masts
UL-404L Ultra-lite Dxpedition antenna
Dipole covers: 40, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10.6m.......£99.95
Fibreglass Telescopic Poles
12mtr Heavy Duty .........................................£89.95
18mtr Standard...........................................£199.95
22m ‘Long John’ NEW ................................£399.95
26mtr Standard...........................................£499.95
Base Plate for Fibreglass Poles.......................£28.95
Aluminium Telescopic masts
10.metre Standard ......................................£299.00
10 metre Heavy Duty...................................£325.95
12.5 metre..................................................£340.00
14.5 metre Heavy Duty................................£425.00

ALINCO
DM-330MW MkII
Deluxe version
- extra filtering

• 25-30A switch mode power supply
• Lightweight
£129.95
- ideal for travel

NEW

FREE UK
MAINLAND
DELIVERY

FT-991

TH-D74E

Dual Band Handheld with APRS
and Digital (D-STAR) capability
• Built in GPS
• Colour TFT Display
• Fully Weatherproof
• Wide band receive
HF, VHF, UHF
• IF filtering / DSP
• Bluetooth, microSD and
Micro-USB connectivity

£599

NEW! TYT - UHF DMR Radio!
MD380
• 70cm UHF band
• 1W or 5W output
• 1,700 mAh
Li-ion battery
• Large colour display
• Easy to programme
• Includes FREE
lead and software

£149.95 £99.95

CABLES & WIRE
Ecoflex 15
per metre.....£5.99 price per 102m drum........£539
PL259 connector (Part: 7350) ............................£8.95
N type connector (Part: 7395)............................£9.95
Ecoflex 10
per metre.....£2.89 price per 102m drum........£289
PL259 connector (part: 7378)............................£5.95
N type connector (part: 7367) .........................£6.50
BNC type connector (part: 7379) .....................£6.50
Aircell 7
per metre.....£1.99 price per 102m drum.........£179
PL259 connector (part: 7390)............................£2.65
N type connector (part: 7392) ...........................£5.25
BNC type connector (part: 7391) .......................£5.25
Aircell 5
per metre.....£1.39 price per 102m drum........£125
PL259 connector (part: 7760)............................£2.25
N type connector (part: 7700) ...........................£3.95
BNC type connector (part: 7720) ......................£3.25

NETWORK ANTENNA ANALYSER
with Bluetooth or USB connectivity
as
reviewed
this
month

Phone not
included

• Touch Screen - colour display
• Frequency coverage: 1 - 180 MHz
• Measures: SWR, R, Z, X, phase, filters,
Return Loss, Transmission Loss
(display as single or simultaneously)
• Link via Bluetooth or USB to your
Smartphone, Android, Tablet or computer
• Portable - uses 5,000 mAh Li-Ion
Rechargeable batteries
• Fast - refreshes in less than 0.1 sec.
• Export data in easy formats, 'jpg, csv, pdf, Zplot
• Compatible IG/VNA, VNA/J, BluVNA & more
• Compatible OS: Windows, Linux, Android, MAC OSX
• Firmware upgradeable
• Dimensions: 125mm x 95mm x 20mm
• Weight 200g
FREE DELIVERY

£249.95

Quality guy ropes
and accessories
Full range in stock
P type Ideal for general guying polyester
braided rope with twisted cores

P2..2mm 100kg B/s .............£14.95
P3..3mm 200kg B/s .............£21.95
P4..4mm 400kg B/s..............£29.95
P5..5mm 500kg B/s .............£46.95
P6..6mm 850kg B/s .............£79.95
P8..8mm 1,300kg B/s ..........£89.95
M type Thinner higher performance with
Dyneema (Kevlar style) centre core

M2 ..2mm 240kg B/s.............£31.95
M3 ..3mm 100m 390kg ........£49.95
M4 ..4mm 900kg B/s ..........£119.95
M5 ..5mm 1150kg B/s ........£189.95
M6 ..6mm 1850kg B/s ........£237.95
M8 ..8mm 2600kg B/s ........£336.95
Guy Rope 31m (100ft) drums
M2.....2mm 240kg B/s ....................................£10.00
M3.....3mm 100m 390kg................................£17.00
P4 ......4mm 400kg B/s......................................£9.95
Full range of Pulleys,
clamps and fittings in stock

See our web site for full details
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Editorial
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
Although the summer
months are usually
quiet, I hope this
edition of the Digest
will provide some
interesting material.
Until I read the
account of the VK0EK DXpedition to Heard
Island, I had not appreciated the range of
scientific work that was combined with
the radio aspects of the venture. They
certainly faced many issues with
propagation but I think most reasonably
equipped stations made the contacts they
wanted by the time the three-week
operation ended.
Operating from the Southern hemisphere
seems to generate its own challenges.
Heard Island is ‘only’ 53° South – the
equivalent latitude to Lincoln in the UK –
but the weather is totally different and
the position of the southern auroral zone
apparently has a significant effect. For the
IOTA Contest, Nigel – G3TXF and Ian –
G3WVG travelled to the Lofoten Islands
up at 67°N and inside the Arctic circle. In
contrast to conditions at the other end of
the world, Nigel’s report suggests an
idyllic location from both a radio and a
holiday point of view.
A good deal on Easyjet from Bordeaux to
Luton gave me the opportunity to attend
the CDXC AGM/SS for the first time.
It was a pleasure to meet some old friends
and good to put faces to what had up to
then been just callsigns. It was
encouraging to see the number of
attendees who clearly had an age well
below the average age of the Committee!
It would have been nice to hear more
from those younger members. The
ongoing success of any organisation
depends very much on new ideas being

put forward. How many good ideas were
floating around but never voiced? If you
have something in mind that would
potentially improve CDXC – SPEAK UP –
the Club needs those thoughts for its
continued success!
I was not able to get to Friedrichshafen
this year. So it was very interesting to read
the report contained in this Digest from
first-timer John – G4DRS. FN is sometimes
mentioned as the European answer to
Dayton and the news that the US show is
to relocate brought back some nostalgic
memories.
The Hara Arena was never one of the
finest venues with marginal sanitary
arrangements, indifferent food, and
sometimes pretty awful weather. But year
after year, people kept coming back
making it the premier ham gathering in
North America. What was the secret?
Well, its fairly central location in Ohio put
it within driving distance for many of
those intending to man one of the more
than 2,000 stands in the famous flea
market – and of course, for all those
intending to drive away with the goods.
But above all, it was the personal
contacts, not only at the show, but at the
evening venues such as the famous
Stouffers Hotel (now the Crowne Plaza)
where you met just about every famous
call you had ever worked. Hopefully, the
organising Committee will be able to
migrate the successful formula to the new
location at Xenia, 16 miles to the East of
Dayton.
After a few quiet months on the bands,
it’s nice to see some DX interest returning
with, as I write, CY9C doing a good job
from St Paul Island, and a range of further
DXpeditions on the calendar and the
winter contest season to look forward to.
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Transmission Lines
Chris Duckling, G3SVL – Chairman
The AGM and
Summer Social, held
for the second time
in Rutland, was a
most enjoyable
event. Attendance
from members was
around its usual level but guest numbers
were slightly down. We’ll consider
whether we should do more to attract
partners in 2017. We changed the
catering arrangements this year and the
feedback was mixed – so we’ll revisit that
next year too.
Your 2016/17 Committee is shown at the
front of this Digest and I look forward to
working with them once again. There
were good debates in the AoB section of
the AGM regarding sponsorship: whether
we should require CDXC-sponsored IOTA
DXpeditions to upload to ClubLog and
enable QSO-checking via the RSGB IOTA
website and, separately, whether we
should reduce our LoTW upload
requirement for all CDXC-sponsored
DXpeditions from six months to three
months. The Committee will consider
both of these points and report back.
After the AGM we had the usual
presentations of our awards. You can see
these listed at the end of the AGM
minutes, which are to be found elsewhere
in this edition. But I would like to mention
two prestigious awards that were
presented at our AGM by Nick Henwood,
G3RWF on behalf of other organisations.
The first was the award of the
Commonwealth Medal on behalf of the
RSGB CC (or BERU to most of us). It was
awarded to the Quake Contest Club and
we were honoured to have Phil Holliday,
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ZL3PAH present to receive it on their
behalf.
The second award was presented by Nick
on behalf of the CQ Hall of Fame
Committee. This was the plaque to
recognise Roger Balister’s induction into
the CQ DX Hall of Fame. The citation
covered Roger’s 30-years of management
of the RSGB IOTA programme and thus
the contribution he has made to the
hobby. CDXC adds its warm
congratulations to Roger.
You will have seen in the last Digest a
piece about the new structure of the IOTA
Programme and their drive to on-line
confirmations of QSOs for awards. To do
this IOTA Limited need to raise money to
support the software writing effort. CDXC
is very much in favour of on-line
confirmations and as a result the
Committee decided to donate £500 to the
cause with a restriction that it should be
used solely towards the effort to provide
said on-line confirmations for awards.
Roger accepted the donation with grateful
thanks at the AGM/Summer Social.
The Committee would like to thank all of
the members who have renewed their
subscriptions – and will chase those who
have yet to do so! We are also
appreciative of those members who tell us
why they are leaving the club – especially
if it relates to something we can rectify.
Sadly the reasons seem more and more to
be drifting towards people leaving the
hobby, or leaving DXing. The predominant
reason for leaving the hobby seems to be
health reasons, due largely to aging.
Those leaving DXing usually cite poor
operating standards and/or waning
interest. Of course some people have
changed situations such as a temporary

period off the air due to career or house
move etc. (I always suggest they should
stay as members to see what they are
missing and encourage them to return as
soon as possible). Finally, we have two
members who resigned over attitudes
expressed on the Reflector. While this is a
concern, it was just two out of the 28

resignations whereas health and losing
interest accounted for 17 resignations.
Finally, it has been a bit of a ‘doldrums
summer’ for DX and band conditions, but
at the time of writing the CY9 Dxpedition
is on the air and we have some more
coming up in September so hopefully
there will be things to chase.

New Members –Tony Bettley, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign
2E0KDT
F4AJQ
F4FET
F8IJV
G0OOF
G4OBK
G4PZK
GM0OBX
IZ0PMV
M6SEC (Jan 2016)
JH4RHF
K1ZZ
K2VUI
OH2BH
OS8D
OZ3SM
PA2LO
VE6SH
ZB2TT

Name
Bob Simpson
Frank Pouchin
Gil Sauvage
Seb Colin-Collet
Reg Williams
Phil Catterall
Cliff Bryant
Bill McFarland
Emanuele Silenzi
Timothy Summers
Jun Tanaka
Dave Sumner
Joe Green
Martti Laine
Etienne Vrebos
Steve Muller
Gert Van Loo
Tim Ellam
Robert Morgan

QTH
Worthing
Foucheres Chalautre La Grande
Echinghen
St Germain en Laye
Coleford
Pickering
St Ives
Airdrie
Ariccia
Adlington, Lancs
Vienna
Coventry, CT
Woodstock, CT
Espoo
Steenokkerzeel
Horsholm
Ermelo
Calgary, AB
Gibraltar

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC members
Cyril Chapman, G2HDR
Ron Harding, G3AKU
William Waring, G3GGS
Ken Hurrell, G3NBC
Our thoughts are with their families and loved ones
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Minutes of 2016 CDXC AGM
Held 16th July 2016 at 12:00
Wing Village Hall, Morcott Road, Wing, Oakham, Rutland, LE15 8LA
Members present (66): 2E0SDV, 2E1AYS,
EI9FBB, F5VHN, F5VHY, G0KJP, G0KSC,
G0PHY, G1XOW, G2NF, G3BJ, G3KMA,
G3LAS, G3LDI, G3OCA, G3PDH, G3PQA,
G3PSM, G3RAU, G3RWF, G3SQX, G3SVL,
G3TXF, G3USR, G3VPW, G3WKL, G3WPH,
G3XLG, G3XTT, G3YMC, G3YYD, G3ZQH,
G4AXX, G4CCZ, G4DCI, G4EVK, G4HKS,
G4IDL, G4IUF, G4LDL, G4LWB, G4MFX,
G4RRM, G4TSH, G4VWI, G6VMR, G7PVZ,
G7SOZ, G7VJR, G8AJM, G8APB, G8GNI,
GW4SKA, M0BCT, M0GDX, M0KCM,
M0NKR, M0OXO, M0TAV, M0URX, M1KTA,
MD0CCE, HZ1GW, VP8NO, W3EF, ZL3PAH.

It was proposed by Mike, G4IUF and
seconded by Colin, G3PSM, that the
minutes be accepted as a true record.
Proposal agreed unanimously.

Welcome

Chris, G3SVL commented that this had
been a somewhat different year for the
CDXC Committee. It had been a year
where we have looked hard at what CDXC
is and what members want it to be. Chris
talked of the achievements since the last
AGM.

Chris, G3SVL, CDXC Chairman, welcomed
everyone to the AGM at this our second
visit to this more central venue. Thanks
were passed to Gordon and Julie for
arranging and setting up.
Apologies for absence (34): 5B4AHJ,
CT7ACG/G3VCQ, G0DQS, G0DWV, G0FCT,
G0MRH, G3JNB, G3MRC, G3NUG, G3PLP,
G3POM, G3RZP, G3UNA, G3VKW, G3YBY,
G3YJQ, G4BYG, G4DDL, G4DDX, G4DYC,
G4HEE, G4OCO, G4OWT, G4PEL, G4PFF,
G4SMB, G4XEE, G5LP, G7SSE, GM4FDM,
GU0SUP, M0AUG, M0IKW, M0RBG,
M0VAA, M0BXF, PJ4DX, W2RS.
Previous AGM Minutes
The Minutes of the last AGM held on 18th
July 2015 at Wing Village Hall, were
received.
Matters arising. G3YYD pointed out that
his callsign was shown in the minutes as
G3YDD. This to be corrected. (After
meeting note – this error only occurred in
the AGM Booklet, the original minutes
being correct).
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Minutes of 2015 EGM. The minutes of
the EGM held on 18th July 2015 at Wing
Village Hall were received. There were no
matters arising so it was proposed by
Hilary, G4JKS, and seconded by Martin,
M0BCT, that the minutes be accepted as a
true record. Proposal agreed
unanimously.
Chairman’s report, Chris G3SVL.

The first was finding a permanent editor
for the Digest. The Chairman praised the
way Dennis F5VHY/G3MXJ had taken on
the task and improved the content of the
Digest. There were shouts of ‘hear, hear’
and Dennis received a round of applause
from those present. In September 2015
we ran a membership survey, designed
and administered by Ian, G3YBY; we think
the first such survey in the Club’s long
history. The feedback from over 500
members was debated by Committee in
December 2015 and the results and
responses were published in the Digest.
We continue to work on the members’
ideas and desires.
Chris continued by commenting that last
year he reported Committee’s intent to
investigate creating an electronic version
of the Digest and he announced that this

was now a reality with the July 2016
Digest being available on-line for
members to read or download. He praised
Mark G4AXX, Dave G3YMC and Marios
G0WWW for their sterling work in making
this happen and thanked Michael G7VJR
for continuing to provide the hosting
service at no cost to the club.
Another new initiative in the year was to
have a CDXC stand at the Friedrichshafen
show. Through hard work on behalf of
those who manned the stand, it was a
great success with almost 100 members
signing in and over 100 potential
members taking away our new
information leaflets. We signed up a
dozen new members too. We will
certainly look at doing it again in 2017.
Other than that it was business as usual
with our three ‘Challenges’, DXpedition
sponsorship, the Annual Dinner,
organising the HF Stream at the RSGB
Convention and the CDXC Reflector which
had over 10,000 posts during the year. On
the subject of the Reflector, Chris said
that it was viewed as a tremendous
resource but occasionally it got out of
hand. He urged members to comment if
they felt a posting was inappropriate,
saying that peer pressure would always be
more powerful than a heavy hand from
the Committee.
Chris thanked his Committee and the
Awards Manager for their dedication and
efforts during the year and thanked
Gordon, G3USR who as Treasurer has kept
our finances in order for the past six years
and who was standing down from that
role but wished to stay on Committee.
The Chairman finished by thanking
Gordon and Julie for once again organising
the Village Hall and everyone who played
a part in pulling this event together.

Secretary’s Report 2016 AGM.
The Committee arrangements for meeting
this year have changed to reflect the more
far flung locations of members. Whilst
there have been informal meetings to
cover specific matters at the RSGB
Convention and our Annual Dinner most
business is now dealt with by conference
meetings using Skype; the ground having
been prepared beforehand by means of
briefing papers.
Membership numbers were 881 at 31st
March 2015 and 905 at 31st March this
year an increase of 24. However, this of
course does not tell the full story. New
members in the period were actually 119
but those who resigned or did not renew
their membership totalled 86 in spite of
the efforts of your committee to persuade
otherwise.
Sadly there were 9 (+3) Silent Keys in the
year.
The Silent Keys aforementioned and sadly
no longer with us were:Tom, G4FEU; Duncan, G3MFE; Derek,
G3WHK; John, G3YOU; Franz, DK1LL;
George, Z24S; David, G8CGZ; Tom, G0PSE;
Colin, BRS96462; and further since the
year end, Barry, G4ANZ; Cyril, G2HDR;
Ron, G3AKU:
CDXC passes condolences to their families.
We again flew the CDXC flag (literally) at
the RSGB Convention and this was made
possible by the invaluable assistance of
some non-committee members without
whom we would have struggled bearing in
mind that our Chairman, Chris, had
organised and was running the lecture
streams. A fair number of members
visited the stand and one or two new
members joined. There were also some
subscription renewals but following the
rule change at last years’ AGM, leaving
renewal until this event is too late as
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records will have been lapsed and hence a
copy of The Digest missed.
The Annual Dinner was held at The Calcot
Hotel in Reading. Some 55 members and
guests attended the Dinner in the evening
and enjoyed a talk by Peter, G3RZP, this
after talks by Justin, G4TSH on his
experiences at contest superstation - K3LR
and Justin, G0KSC on Antenna Tales.
Following the event, a survey of
participants was carried out with the
majority of respondents more than
satisfied with the format.
The membership system, CMIS, has been
used well through the year, particularly
for marketing purposes. However, we are
aware that the web interface is not the
best and are looking for someone with the
expertise to help remedy this.
Treasurer’s Report
The Treasurer, Gordon, G3USR introduced
the accounts by saying that the Final
Audited Accounts and brief comments
were contained in the hand out given to
everyone at this event. (note: the
accounts are contained in Appendix 1 of
these minutes). Gordon went on to make
the following observations:
General Comments:
The accounts are the same as those
published in draft in the May Digest with
the exception of a correction of the
comparable 2015 figure for Amounts
Receivable of £ 750 which was
inadvertently omitted. These accounts
have been approved by the Committee
and audited by the Club Auditor, Owen
Williams G0PHY. His audit report is also
presented below.
The result for the year is an excess of
Income over Expenditure of £2,693. The
main changes from the prior year are as
follows:
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1.

Income items

a.
Subscription income is up around
£770 (+ 4.6%) largely due to a full year’s
subscription income coming through from
increased membership in recent years;
b.
Digest advertising is down on the
previous year due to RadTech ceasing to
advertise. However, we continue to enjoy
substantial support from our regular
advertisers;
c.
The 2015 Summer Social at the
new venue in Rutland was a sell-out
event. As well as being a great social
success, the raffle raised net income to
£1,660;
d.
Although lower than last year’s
exceptional level, donations continued to
exceed expectations. We also received
over £800 from the sale of Club ex-loan
equipment;
e.
Bank Interest was reduced due to
lower interest rates on the High Street.
2.

Expenditure Items

a.
Digest Costs increased by just £358
(+2.5%). Your committee have carefully
managed Digest costs whilst maintaining a
quality booklet by:




Controlling average Digest page
counts typically to around 48, plus
centre colour photo pages;
Using soft copy Digests rather than
hard copies for marketing purposes;
and
Utilising advantageous postal
arrangements generously provided
through Tim, M0URX.

b.
DXpedition Sponsorship
expenditure at £4,413 was about 50% of
the level of the previous year, which was
historically exceptionally high. Pledges
brought forward from 2014/15 of over
£3,000 were also paid in the year.
Sponsorship was extended to rarer IOTAs.
The Supplementary Information provided

below lists the DXpeditions supported;
c.
Increased Marketing &
Membership costs reflect investment in
new initiatives, inter alia including the
Membership Survey and the introduction
of CDXC flags for use in DXpedition
photographs.
3.

Balance Sheet Items

a.
The Subscriptions Paid in Advance
reserve reduced by £700 reflecting
memberships pre-paid at year end;
b.
The requirement for DX
Sponsorship reserves has reduced due to
there being three pledges (totalling
£3,083) brought forward from 2015 as
well as current year expenditure;
c.
Amounts Receivable of £700
comprise a pre-payment of CDXC’s Wild
Apricot fee for next year; and
d.
Net Current Assets at £13,449
indicate a continuing healthy financial
position and a sufficiency of working
capital to meet the immediate needs of
the Club.
Honorary Auditor
Owen Williams, G0PHY is the CDXC
Auditor and his 2015-16 report is as
follows:
“I have examined the Annual Accounts of
CDXC - The UK DX Foundation for the year
ended 31st March, 2016 comprising an
Income & Expenditure Account and a
Balance sheet with accompanying Notes
and I certify that they are in accordance
with the books and records exhibited to
me.
Signed: Owen Williams, G0PHY - Honorary
Auditor, CDXC. Dated: 6th June, 2016.”
Owen has indicated that he is willing to
continue as CDXC Auditor for the next
financial year. I will ask for a proposal

from the floor that Owen be reappointed
for 2016/17.
Subscriptions for 2016/17
Given the overall financial position, your
Committee recommend that subscriptions
should continue at current levels for
2016/17.
G3USR finished by saying that as these
were his final accounts as Treasurer of
CDXC he would like to thank all members
for their support over the last several
years and, subject to the elections, to wish
his successor Andrew Thomas all the best
with his new responsibilities. Gordon said
he would be handing over the Treasurer’s
responsibilities to Andrew over the course
of the next few months.
Election of New Committee.
At this point the entire committee retired
as is required by the constitution. The
Chair was taken by Nick, G3RWF.
The nominations for the new committee
are:President

Don Field, G3XTT

Chairman

Chris Duckling, G3SVL

Secretary

Tony Bettley, G4LDL

Treasurer

Andrew Thomas, G8GNI

Digest Editor

Dennis Andrews, F5VHY

Member

Mark Marsden, G4AXX

Member

Ian McCarthy, G3YBY

Member

Gordon Rolland, G3USR

The election of this committee was
proposed by Tim, M0URX and seconded
by Justin, G4TSH, and this was agreed by
all present.
Chris, G3SVL re-took the Chair of the
meeting.
Election of Auditor. Owen Williams,
G0PHY, is prepared to stand again as
Auditor. There being no other nominees
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his election was proposed by Gordon,
G3USR and seconded by Vinny, M0TAV.
This was agreed by all present.
Other Business.
M0KCM raised the matter of IOTA QSO’s
now being able to be cross-checked via
ClubLog and whether the same conditions
would be applied to CDXC-sponsored IOTA
Activations as to CDXC-sponsored
DXpeditions. Michael, G7VJR remarked
that this cross-checking was via the IOTA
web site and that it was still optional for
Island Activations to opt out.
After much debate and taking into
account cautions from Roger, G3KMA, it
was generally felt that it would be
desirable to apply the same conditions to
IOTA sponsorship as to DXpedition
sponsorship by CDXC. The Chairman
agreed to take this to the next Committee
meeting.
The debate moved on to whether the
CDXC conditions for uploading to LoTW
should be reduced from six months to

three months. It was noted that RSGB
require a three month upload but NCDXF
still only require 12 month upload.
However, the shorter upload period does
disadvantage those who use OQRS to gain
income. The Chairman agreed that this
would also be considered by the new
Committee.
Ken Dyer asked when the CDXC Donation
was actually paid to DXpeditions. Chris,
G3SVL, stated that this was when the
DXpedition actually started radiating RF
unless there were special circumstances.
On the subject of eDigest. Justin, G4TSH
asked why there was to be a year’s delay
before being able to opt out of the paper
Digest. Chris, G3SVL replied that it was not
necessary and that a field would be added
to the member profile to allow for opting
out.
There being no other business the
meeting closed at 12.45.

---oOo--Presentations & Awards
Commonwealth Medal – Presented by RSGB President Nick Henwood, G3RWF, to the
Quake Contest Team and accepted by Phil, ZL3PAH.
CQDX Hall of Fame – Presented by RSGB President Nick Henwood, G3RWF, to Roger
Ballister, G3KMA as manager of The IOTA Award Scheme since August 1985. Roger in
accepting the award gave recognition to the many others who had helped with the IOTA
programme.
CDXC Chairman Chris, G3SVL, mentioned that IOTA Ltd needs support and that CDXC will
donate £500 to that initiative.

CDXC Awards & Trophies
G3RFX Award – For the best article in The Digest was awarded to “Jay” Slough, K4ZLE, for
the article on the VP8STI/VP8SGI DXpedition.
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2015 CDXC HF Challenge
Overall Winner - Hinson Trophy
Runner up - Chairman's Cup, Salver

G3ZAY
M0BCT

2015 CDXC Marathon Challenge
Overall Winner - Club Log Trophy
PY5EG
CW High Score - GM4FAM Trophy
G5LP
SSB High Score - G3NUG Trophy
N0UN
2016 CDXC LF Challenge
Overall Winner - Penallt Trophy
Runner up - Tindle Cup, Salver

G5LP
WX4G

Appendix 1

Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st March
2016
Income
Members Subscriptions
Advertising
Annual Dinner Income
Summer Social
Donations Received
Sale of Equipment
Interest Received
Misc Other Net Income
Total Income
Expenditure
Digest Print and Distribution
DXpedition Sponsorship
Annual Dinner Costs
Trophies & Awards
CMIS - Wild Apricot Costs
Marketing & Membership
Misc Expenses
RSGB Affiliation
Total Expenditure
Net Surplus / (Deficit) for the year

Note
1
17,326
2,763
1,754
1,660
793
830
122
23
25,270
Note
14,847
2
4,413
1,741
140
708
634
46
47
22,577
2,693

2015

16,556
3,238
1,692
1,006
2,462
0
210
20
25,184
14,489
8,654
1,712
201
662
148
192
47
26,105
(921)

Accumulated Surplus brought forward 10,757 11,677
Accumulated Surplus carried forward 13,449 10,757
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Balance Sheet as at 31st March
2016
Current Assets

2015

Note
3

Cash at Bank & PayPal
23,574
23,792
Amounts receivable
700
750
Total Current Assets 24,274
24,542
Less:
Current Liabilities - Creditors, Provisions & Reserves
Subscriptions Paid in Advance
4,750
5,450
Print Costs Reserve
4,240
4,240
DXpedition Sponsorship
750
3,083
Other Creditors
4
1,085
1,012
10,825
13,785
Net current assets
Representing Reserves
Income & Expenditure account

13,449

10,757

13,449

10,757

Notes to the Accounts
1 2015/16 subscription income has been appraised by a review of subscriptions pre-paid
beyond 31st March, 2016 as the membership year ends on 30th June. A reduction in the
provision of £ 700 was required.
2 DXpedition sponsorship is charged in the accounts of the year in which sponsorship is
pledged. Pledges which remain unpaid at the year-end are recognised by provisions carried
forward.
3 CDXC does not capitalise assets held such as loan equipment but writes them off when
incurred. Therefore, there is no need for Fixed Assets or Annual Depreciation to be
recognised in the Accounts.
4 Other Creditors at 31st March 2016 include £670 which was donated to CDXC in 2014/15.
This amount will be utilised from time to time to satisfy DXpedition Sponsorship requests
which match special conditions stipulated by the donor which relate to upload of logs to
LOTW and other QSO confirmation related criteria.
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Supplementary Information - DXpeditions Sponsored in 2015/16
Various rare YB IOTAs
Tuvalu - Funafuti Island, Tuvalu, OC-015
Marshall Islands - Majuro Atoll, OC-029
Willis Island, OC-007
Seychelles - Coetivy Island, AF-119
NZ Sub-Antarctic - Antipodes Islands, OC-286
Palmyra
ClubLog
Breaksea Island - OC-243
Marquesas - Nuku Hiva, OC-027
Equatorial Guinea - Bioko Island, AF-010
Heard Isl. ($2,000 - exge rate diff. 2015/16)
Lesotho
St Paul Island, NA-094
Hawaar Island, AS-202
Kambalnyy Island, AS-142

YF1AR/N
T2GC
V73D
VK9WA
S79C
ZL9A
K5P
G7VJR
VK5CE/6
TX7EU
3C7A
VK0EK
7P8C
CY9C
A91HI
UE23RRC
Net Roundings
& Charges
Per Income &
Expenditure Accounts

£
150
150
250
400
250
300
750
500
150
450
150
127
100
300
150
200
36
4,413

eDigest: Feedback from the first edition and two new options.
Chris Duckling, G3SVL
As announced in the last Digest and via email to all members, eDigest went live
with the July 2016 edition. Without
exception the feedback has been positive
and many of you took the trouble to let us
know how much you liked the option.
Only one member had a problem
accessing it and that turned out to be a
problem at his end – so well done to the
team who put this together.
At the time of writing 244 members had
downloaded the July eDigest but in so
doing, many members discovered the

Digest archive library and search facility.
Indeed, since we restructured the library
three months ago, a total of 3286 Digests
have been downloaded – it’s truly a great
resource.
Following the feedback, we have added
two new options to Member’s profiles.
The first allows you to be notified by email when the latest eDigest is available to
read. The second allows those members
who no longer wish to receive the paper
copy to tell us of that and save us printing
unnecessary copies.
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If you wish to set either or both of these preferences, please log in at www.CDXC.org.uk
then in the blue box on the bottom left hand side of the home page click 'View Profile'. A
new page opens up and you then click on 'Edit Profile' which will get you to a page that has
the following two new options:
eDigest new issue
notification?

No Paper Digest?

Yes
Tick YES if you wish to be notified by email that a new eDigest is
available.

eDigest only - No paper Digest
Click if you DO NOT want to receive the paper Digest (you will still
have access to the eDigest)

And if you do change anything, don't forget to click 'SAVE' at the bottom of the page.
For clarity, all members will receive the paper copy unless they actively opt out by clicking
the options above. In other words, you don't have to do anything if you are happy just the
way things are.

Reflections on Friedrichshafen from a First-Time Visitor
John Wayman, G4DRS
The build-up
I have led a very
sheltered life.

brother-in-law, John, G8JKR, when I
suddenly conceived the idea that,’yes’, we
should go. John was very receptive to the
idea, so we set about making plans.

Despite having
been licensed since
1974 (is it really 42
years?), I have
never visited the
phenomenon that
is Friedrichshafen
(or ‘FHN’ as it is frequently known).
HamRadio Friedrichshafen is the largest
Amateur Radio Exhibition in Europe.
Rumour had it that it dwarfed the Newark
show.

The favoured route, with me living in
Dorset and John in Bedfordshire, seemed
to be flying from Luton to Zurich, catching
a train to Romanshorn and taking a
leisurely ferry across the lake to FHN. We
booked the flights (Easyjet, a bargain at
£47.50 return) and congratulated
ourselves. Some weeks later, we each
asked the other: ‘Have you booked the
hotel?’. Sadly, both answers were in the
negative…

I have had many a conversation, usually
over a pint of beer, with CDXC members
who have visited FHN, most of them more
than once, and without exception they
have all said ‘You must go!’. Thus, it was
at the Newark show last year with my

We searched, quickly, for availability of
rooms at the hotels recommended by
other CDXC members, but there were
none. Had we left it too late? Were our air
tickets now wasted? Fortunately, we
stumbled across the Holiday Inn Express
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at the airport, just outside Friedrichshafen
(two miles or so from the lakeside) and
only five minutes’ walk from the show
site! A few moments on their website
(https://www.ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/
hotels/us/en/friedrichshafen/fdhex/hotel
detail?cm_mmc=GoogleMaps-_-EX-_DEU-_-FDHEX ) and the die was cast. We
were going to Friedrichshafen!
About Friedrichshafen
Friedrichshafen is a small town in the
South-West of Germany, delightfully
situated on the shore of Lake Constance
(Bodensee for our Swiss readers). It is a
popular holiday destination for German
tourists, so it boasts a whole host of lovely
lake-front restaurants and cafes. The
other main tourist attraction is the
Zeppelin museum, Friedrichshafen being
the place where the original Zeppelin
airships were built. For that matter, they
still are built there, and for a large handful
of Euros can get you a flight in one.
Getting There
The day finally dawned, and my niece
kindly gave us a lift to Luton Airport
(where they charge £5 just for the
privilege of dropping passengers off!)
The dramas began immediately, when
John was stopped at the X-Ray machine,
because his toiletries bag was too large. I
went through immediately before he did,
with the identical bag, but, apparently, his
was somehow more of a terrorist threat
than mine. I gave him a cheery wave and
shouted ‘See you in Switzerland’. He
quickly caught me up and we boarded the
plane.
I have travelled in Switzerland before, so I
am used to the precision and
dependability of Swiss public transport.
Except, apparently, on this particular
Thursday rush-hour, when the previous
train had broken down, so all the
commuters were crammed onto our (late)

train. Fortunately, they all got off pretty
quickly and we were able to sit and rest as
the Swiss scenery passed by.
On arrival at Romanshorn, we followed
the signs for the five-minute walk to the
ferry terminal and joined several other G
stations in the queue. On the ferry, we
succumbed to the first holiday beer during
the 40-minute journey and sat on the
deck in the beautiful sunshine with the
remainder of the G contingent. Swiss ferry
travel is a very relaxing way to get to your
destination.
At Friedrichshafen, with the world put to
rights and the beer glass empty, we
disembarked and looked around. In the
30° evening sunshine, the lake and the
town certainly did look idyllic.
We easily found a taxi for the short ride
up to our hotel and checked in. Strangely
enough, there were several cars with
antennas and callsign registration
numbers in the car park, and quite a
number of people wearing callsign badges
and T-shirts in the lobby. Once we had
resolved the traditional wrangle over who
had which bed, we unpacked and our
thoughts turned to dinner. The hotel
receptionist had recommended the
Heuschober restaurant
(http://www.heuschober-ristorante.de/),
five minutes’ walk away and very close to
the showground. So we decided to kill two
birds with one stone and get our first
glimpse of the reason we were there, on
our way to eat.
The walk from hotel to showground really
did take only five minutes, and we were
not disappointed when we saw it. That
place is big! Then our stomachs took
charge and we hot-footed it to the
restaurant.
The restaurant was really very good. The
food was well-cooked and presented, the
staff were attentive and pleasant and the
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surroundings were very nice. We ate and
drank far too much, made the waitress
laugh with my schoolboy German, and
had an altogether good evening.
That evening, after the meal, we returned
to the hotel, armed with a useful snippet
of information from one of the other G
stations we had been chatting to: The
queues at the showground are huge in the
mornings, so it is best to buy tickets online
beforehand. Not only that, they are
cheaper that way. Armed with the hotel
Wi-Fi password and my trusty
smartphone, we navigated the arcane
website and purchased advance tickets.
Or so we thought. We waited for some
time and the promised e-mail with the
details of our tickets never arrived. I
blame the intricacies of the website,
although the German lager may have had
some bearing on it.
Showtime
On Friday morning, we were up,
breakfasted and at the showground by
09:15, ready to take on the queues and
buy our tickets. Strangely enough, there
were no queues. I think we had just
managed to arrive earlier than most
visitors. We bought three- day passes for
a bargain. 20 Euros each and we were in!
Once inside, we were like children in a
sweet shop. There were stands with each
of the big manufacturers (Yaesu,
Kenwood, Icom, Flex, Acom, OM Power to
name but a few), together with a host of
stands representing smaller retailers, such
as Mastrant, Kuhne, etc.
In addition, there was a large section of
the main hall set aside for DX Clubs,
Contest Clubs, etc. This included our own
CDXC stand, manned at the time by Tony,
G4LDL and Chris, G3SVL.
Antenna porn was provided by a huge
Lusso tower being constantly raised and
lowered under remote control.
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One of the most striking displays for me
was the Yaesu stand, where they had each
of their current offerings connected up
and switched on. Through some electronic
trickery, probably SDR-related, the CQ
WW WPX CW contest was in full swing on
each of the HF rigs! I could tune across the
CW end of the HF bands and find real
contest QSOs taking place. This, of course,
gave me the opportunity to see how the
radios behaved in crowded band
conditions, with strong signals. I thought
that was a real step forward. The icing on
the cake was the Yaesu free gifts – hats,
pens, etc. John took a small supply back
for his colleagues at the NRC.
A Setback
Once we had done a circuit of the hall, we
stopped and looked at each other, almost
afraid to say what was on our minds: “Is
this it?” Sure enough, it was a big
exhibition hall, but it was not three days’
worth. We decided to keep an open mind,
but to set off for the CDXC get-together,
which takes place each year in ‘The Beer
Garden in Friedrichshafen’. I had
repeatedly been told ‘You can’t miss it’.
Sadly, we could. We caught the free bus
into Friedrichshafen and searched for a
beer garden full of CDXC members, to no
avail. Eventually, a post to the CDXC
forum gleaned the information, from
Steve, PJ4DX, in Bonaire, that the beer
garden was actually in the exhibition
centre, not in Friedrichshafen town!
Thanks, Steve.
A Resolution
We had a lovely lunch by the lake, and
then got back on the free bus to the show.
When it arrived, we went into the
showground by a different door and
there, large as life, was a huge beer
garden! Who knew? The CDXC members
had all disappeared by that time, but no
matter, I was sure they would be back the
next day! What’s more, beyond the beer

garden, we discovered two more huge
halls we never knew existed, crammed
with small rally-style stands selling
everything imaginable, mostly radiorelated, although quite how bags of
apples fitted in, we were unsure.
So now we knew: FHN really is enormous!
By now, however, Friday was drawing to a
close, so we did a quick circuit and
returned to the hotel, weary but happy.
Dinner
We couldn’t be bothered with the whole
taxi and search for a restaurant thing, so
we strolled back up to the Heuschober
restaurant, where we were made
welcome and, once more, ate and drank
too much!
On Saturday morning, we met a few radio
amateurs from around the world at
breakfast, then wandered up to the
show.We did another circuit of the first
hall, then had hours of fun in the two new
halls. John was lost in nostalgia, with the
many older radios for sale, and I was deep
in pursuit of a new iambic paddle. I tried
out every make and model of paddle I
could find – probably more than 20! I
eventually settled on the one I liked the
most, from HA8UG. We both had a small
shopping list, and things were gradually
being ticked off.
We also encountered a number of CDXC
and contesting friends as we made our
way around, so much of the morning was
taken up in conversation with them.
Beer
Finally, at lunchtime, we made it to the
beer garden! Sure enough, there were lots
of CDXC members already part-way
through a beer and putting the world to
rights, not least our own former President
and Chairman, and Honorary Life
Member, Neville, G3NUG, looking well.
John and I passed a very pleasant couple

of beers hours talking to our friends, then
returned to the fray for another trawl of
the stands.
Maker Faire
An additional hall had opened up on the
Saturday, housing a Maker Faire. This was
a new experience for both of us, and we
had a good look at the weird and
wonderful creations of the makers – from
jewellery to robots, and from hi-fi to lego.
I am pleased to report that there was a
good presence by DARC, in an effort to
entice some of the makers into Amateur
Radio.
Saturday Night in Friedrishchafen
After a rest and a shower, John and I
decided to risk the seething fleshpots of
the town for dinner, so we went down to
order a taxi. Some of the other G stations
in the hotel immediately told us they had
been given an estimate of at least a halfhour wait for a taxi! What else could we
do? We strolled back up to the
Heuschober restaurant!
Unfortunately, when we arrived, there
was a wedding reception in full swing in
part of the restaurant, and several local
couples queuing outside. However, when
we peeped in and caught the eye of last
night’s waitress, she immediately grabbed
us by the hand and ushered us to a table
for two sporting a ‘Reserved’ sign! She
obviously recognised good customers.
Either that, or she wanted to laugh at
some more of my schoolboy German.
Either way, we ate and drank too much
again.
Sunday morning
On Sunday, we popped into the show,
because it seemed the right thing to do. It
was very quiet, with many of the stands in
the club area and in the ‘fleamarket’ halls
already packed away. We did a final
circuit, picking up a few more free gifts for
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the NRC volunteers on the way round,
then had a long chat with Flex Radio
Systems, together with an in-depth
demonstration of the new Maestro
controller. The Flex was of particular
interest, because the NRC was to receive
one for their station in Bletchley Park the
following week, so John was keen to get
‘ahead of the game’. I must say, the
system does look excellent. I would like
the opportunity to use one in a major
contest to see how it performs.

book with BA to Heathrow – the one-way
fare was four times what the EasyJet
return fare had been!

The Journey Home

Would we go again? Yes, we would.

Like the outward journey, the homeward
leg was not without incident. The ferry
and train behaved impeccably, with
typical Swiss precision.

Is it the best rally I have ever been to? I’m
not sure. I remember some of the early
Woburn and Longleat rallies, and the
Leicester shows as being more exciting,
but I was much younger and more easily
excited back then!

When we arrived at Zurich airport,
however, the departure board announced
that our EasyJet flight had been cancelled!
The friendly EasyJet Customer Service
person told us to ‘Look on our website that will sort you out. There’s free wifi
somewhere over there.’ She then
resumed her conversation with her
colleague.
With the next available EasyJet flight on
Tuesday afternoon, we were forced to

Fortunately, my niece despatched her
long-suffering husband to pick us up from
Heathrow. So, apart from the lateness of
the hour and the hole in our wallets, the
trip ended happily, with me back in the
spare bed at John’s house.
In Summary
Was it a good trip? Yes, it was.

It was a great weekend, in excellent
company. We met lots of interesting
people, drooled over lots of toys, bought
just a few of them and came home
exhausted.
That sounds like a weekend worth
repeating to me.
John. What are dates for next year?

This year’s Convention takes place from 7-9 October at Kents Hill Conference Centre, Milton
Keynes. There will be a wide range of presentations across the streams including four talks
about DXpeditions:

·

·
The VP8SGI and VP8STI DXpeditions – Mike McGirr, K9AJ
·
Contesting from VY2ZM on Prince Edward Island – Jeff Briggs, K1ZM
·
FT4JA, DXpedition to Juan de Nova island – Jacques Saget F6BEE
DX fun without spending loads of money! – RSGB President, Nick Henwood, G3RWF
. Take a look at the RSGB website for further information and to book:
www.rsgb.org/convention
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VKØEK Heard Island 2016
Not your ordinary DXpedition
Robert W. Schmieder KK6EK and the VKØEK Team

THE CHALLENGE AND THE VISION

There’s a good reason why there was no
radio operation from Heard Island for the
past 20 years. It’s arguably the most
difficult destination of any DXCC entity.
What makes it hard is not just its
ferocious weather, nor its distance from
civilization (almost 2500 miles across the
Southern Ocean), nor the formidable
effort of obtaining a permit to visit, nor
the requirement to spend almost two
months away from home, nor the nearimpossibility of finding appropriate vessel
transportation, nor the cost to the
participants, nor the necessity to raise the
total project financing, nor the
requirement for Public Liability Insurance,
nor the need to travel extensively to seek
partners and coordinate plans, nor the
extensive investment in creating and
maintaining websites and other social
media, nor even the need to spend more
than three years of planning to put
together a safe and effective team with all
the tools and requirements in place. In
fact, what makes it hard is all these
factors, which combined together make
Heard Island probably the “most difficult”
DX destination in the world. It’s no

wonder that activations take place there
only about every 20 years.
I was one the organizers of the previous
DXpedition in 1997 (VKØIR). My obsession
with the island is well-documented in my
book VKØIR Heard Island. But my vision of
a return expedition was based on
something else - no less than a major
evolutionary change in how we do DXing
and DXpeditions, to provide more of what
DXers and DXpeditioners want and are
coming to expect. My belief, described in
my various expedition books, is that
everyone involved wants the same thing:
a successful expedition (for DXers, this
principally means their callsign in the log).
My 25-year strategy was to introduce new
technology and techniques to provide
tools to assist that effort. In 1995, the
Easter Island DXpedition XRØY/Z was the
first to involve the internet (e.g., the
online log server). Ten years later, the
2005 Kure Atoll DXpedition K7C was the
first to provide real-time internet
connection (DXA). And now, after another
decade, I envisioned an expedition to
Heard Island in which social media would
provide an extensive set of new tools. All
these developments were designed to
provide assistance to the DXer to enhance
his chances of success and to enable
attracting and satisfying a new range of
sponsorship for the project.
PREPARATION
After a long incubation time, in May,
2012, I announced plans to organize and
lead an expedition to Heard Island. It
would prove to be much harder than I
imagined. My strategy included the
following:
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(1) A multi-disciplinary project, including
radio, science, and information
technology;
(2) Completely open planning;
(3) Extensive outreach via social media;
(4) Significant commercial sponsorship;
and
(5) The highest ethical standards,
including legal and fiscal soundness and
risk management.
My first realization, and ultimately
perhaps the most important, was that the
radio community alone could not raise the
finances for such an expedition. My
solution was to combine the radio
operation with two other activities - field
science and advanced communications
technology. None of the three activities
alone could muster sufficient support for
such an ambitious project, but together
they could. Automatically, inevitably, it
would be multi-disciplinary.
The project would be organized with the
standards I had developed and practised
over the past 35 years under my nonprofit
organization Cordell Expeditions. A major
boost to the project occurred when Rich
Holoch KY6R enthusiastically agreed to be
the co-organizer of the project. His
creative contributions and extraordinary
hard work would be central to the
realization of project.
One of the biggest challenges was finding
transportation to get to Heard Island. For
various reasons, three vessels that had
made pre-contractual agreements with us
failed to keep their commitments. So in
mid-2015 I contacted Nigel Jolly, owneroperator of the Braveheart, who agreed
to do the trip. In retrospect, it was the
best of all possible developments.
For fundraising, we contacted all the
major DX foundations and clubs, and set
up a website that provided extensive
information. We obtained the support of
more than 100 organizations and more
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than 5000 individuals. HDT Global
provided AirBeams (military-grade tents
that erect by inflation in about 15
minutes), Inmarsat provided four BGAN
satellite terminals and unlimited air time,
and Disc-O-Bed provided high-quality
bunks. In rough numbers, foundations and
clubs contributed about $80,000,
individuals about $100,000, corporations
about $40,000, and the team about
$280,000. Thus, the total cost was roughly
a half-million dollars.
Obtaining the permit was a major effort. A
lot has changed since 1997. Heard Island
has been added to the World Heritage
List, a major Australian scientific
expedition in 2000-2003 highlighted the
fragile and rapidly changing environment,
and the Australian government had
reduced support for Antarctic operations.
I made two separate trips to the
Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) in
Tasmania to negotiate the permit, and I
wrote hundreds of pages of detailed
description and justification for the
project.
All members of the team were licensed
radio operators. Dave Lloyd K3EL took the
major responsibility as Radio Team
Leader. Arliss Thompson W7XU came in as
the doctor. Two members (Gavin Marshall
and Fred Belton) were experienced
mountaineers and volcano explorers, and
I designated them to carry out the field
work. Of the 1997 VKØIR team, I was the
sole survivor.
The equipment included major
contributions from Elecraft, DX
Engineering, Array Solutions, Spiderbeam,
and many other companies. Some
equipment and supplies (e.g., coax) were
provided by Cordell Expeditions. The
cargo was consolidated in Virginia, and
shipped in one 20-ft. container to Cape
Town, South Africa, where it was

delivered to a warehouse on the dock
near the Braveheart.
THE EXPEDITION

The team of 14 men converged on Cape
Town the first week of March, 2016. They
spent most of their time cleaning and
repacking the gear. The permit from the
AAD required that the cargo be
exhaustively cleaned and inspected, and
the vessel be inspected for rats and
possible infestation by insects, seeds,
spores, and fungus. Anticipating the need
for a vehicle to move the cargo on the
island, I purchased an All-Terrain-Vehicle
(ATV) and it was loaded with everything
else aboard the vessel.
We sailed from Cape Town aboard the
Braveheart on March 11, 2016. The
voyage was long, but we were very active
on the radio, and we deployed a series of
scientific buoys provided by NOAA and the
Woods Hole Institute. After a 12-day
voyage, we arrived at Heard Island and
were greeted with the extraordinary sight
of Big Ben, the 9000-ft. live volcano
dominating the island. Our long lenses
captured images of the smoking crater
near the peak, but we didn’t see any
streaming lava. We made a quick
reconnaissance trip to the planned site for
our camp, near the ruins of the 1947
Australian research station (ANARE), but
we found it to be unsatisfactory for our
AirBeam tents.
Early the next day, the team found a
perfect campsite: a 20x60 ft. flat area

about a quarter mile from the beach.
Within an hour the ATV began delivering
our gear, and by mid-morning the tents
were up. Several four-square vertical
array antennas were erected on flat
ground in front of the camp, and several
Yagi antennas were put on the elevated
rocks around the camp. Within 15 hours
of landing, we had several stations
completed, and we activated VKØEK. To
our great surprise, we heard not a single
SSB station, a pattern that was to be
frustratingly common during our entire
stay. CW it was, then, and thereafter.
Within 48 hours of landing we had six
operational stations.
The BGAN satellite terminals provided
direct access to the internet. This meant
that we could use our special software,
DXA, to provide real-time online
confirmation of QSOs. Once each minute
it uploaded the log updates, and anyone
with a browser anywhere in the world
could get confirmation of his QSO within
two minutes of making it. Almost always
there were 10,000 people watching DXA.
We also used the BGANs for email, Skype
interviews, and for personal and
expedition business.
By the third day we fell into a routine. The
ops worked the pileups, and the field
team explored the area around Atlas
Cove, making extended treks to document
the plants, animals, glaciers, and the trash
that accumulates from the ocean. The
crew from the Braveheart brought
gasoline, water, food, clean kitchenware,
and laundry, usually around noon. One
day we carried out the first ever remote
radio operation. I spent considerable time
handling email and filing required daily
reports to the AAD. Outside, the
temperature was around zero centigrade,
but the wind chilled it to much lower, and
we found it difficult to be outside for
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much longer than required to service the
generators and go to the bathroom.
On April 4, three of the team (Gavin, Fred,
and myself) were taken on the Braveheart
to the opposite end of the island, 20 miles
from Atlas Cove, to inspect the area
around Spit Bay and to explore the
recently created Stephenson Lagoon. We
had thought that the Spit Bay area might
help with propagation to the North
America west coast, but we were quickly
dissuaded from that - the surf was
unworkable. In fact, the radio log showed
that the operation was unnecessary. We
did have a brief weather window, and we
burst through the high surf to enter the
two-mile-wide lagoon. For three hours we
excitedly documented what we found
with photographs and specimens. It was a
“lost continent” experience. We were the
first people to observe and document the
changes due to global warming.
COMPLETION
Near the end of our stay, propagation
dwindled to somewhere between terrible
and none. On April 11, we had a short
window of reasonable weather, and it was
decided to strike camp and leave. Good
thing—as we were departing, a front
arrived that almost certainly would have
stranded us on the island for another
week at least. The voyage from Heard
Island to Fremantle, Western Australia,
was another 11 days. We mostly spent the
time resting and watching the ocean, but
we did continue to work DXers maritime
mobile and we deployed another set of
scientific buoys.
We arrived in Fremantle early on April 22,
and were greeted by customs,
immigration, and biosecurity officials, as
well as a representative from the AAD,
who flew over from Tasmania specifically
to look at our specimens. Apparently she
was satisfied, and we hammered the lids
on the buckets and prepared to ship
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them. The rocks went to the University of
Tasmania and the water and soil samples
came to me in California, to be distributed
to specialists in museums and universities.
The next day the Northern Corridor DX
Group threw us a celebratory BBQ, and
we began to prepare to disperse.
My transition back to civilization was
moderated by two delightful days in
Sydney with Grahame Budd, the
legendary explorer of Heard Island.
Grahame was the first to summit Big Ben
(in 1965, done only twice since), and is
probably the world’s living authority on
the island. We toasted the current project
with a 50-year-old whiskey from his
summiting expedition.
RETROSPECTION
So has this project changed DXing, as we
hoped? I think, potentially, yes. I claim
that the first three initiating events were:
(1) Introduction of the Internet (XRØY/Z,
1995);
(2) Implementation of real-time (K7C,
2005); and
(3) Extensive use of social media (VKØEK,
2016).
What’s next? I believe it will be “Systems
integration.” This could include remote
operation, software-defined radio,
adaptive signal processing, automatic
logging, integrated station operation,
signal optimization, cooperative activities,
new digital modes, and other techniques.
Clearly, there is plenty of richness for
another major step forward. I believe this
step will inevitably happen, so long as
DXing and DXpeditions exist.
Disappointments? I have a few. The
weather and duties prevented me from
doing much of the exploration I had
dreamed of for 20 years, and as I left I was
pensive, knowing that I would probably
never again see this island I had come to
know and love. But the satisfaction of a

successful project, the pride and
admiration I have in the superb team, the
appreciation to the sponsors for making it
financially feasible, the anticipation of
potential discoveries in the specimens …
these moderate the disappointments. And
to be honest, I know that, in spite of the
difficulties and criticism and frustration
and disappointments, we delivered a
successful and significant project, as
promised, and that is a source of pride for
all who can say “I helped make it happen.”




ACCOMPLISHMENTS





The 2016 Heard Island Expedition was
multi-disciplinary. As such, there were
many innovations and accomplishments
that went far beyond a normal “pure
radio” DXpedition. We list some of these
here:



Radio











VKØEK: more than 75,000 QSOs, about
4000/day
DXA: More than 70,000 unique
callsigns entered in the online realtime radio log
Maritime mobile operations: more
than 10,000 QSOs, about 400/day
WSPR operation during the voyages
from Cape Town to Heard Island to
Fremantle, Australia
More than 3200 QSOs on 160m using
a special antenna
First remote radio operation (ever)
First JT65 operation on a DXpedition




Outreach







Environmental science






Buoy deployment (15 total) for the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute
Geological samples for the University
of Tasmania
Exploration of the Laurens Peninsula
First entry into Stephenson Lagoon:
Photo-documentation of glacial

retreat and erosion, samples of
shoreline sediments and lagoon water,
documentation of the degradation of
the two breakwaters that formerly
isolated the lagoon from the ocean
First flight of a drone on Heard Island
First use of a GigaPan camera for ultrahigh-resolution photographs of the
environment
Deployment of a weather station at
the campsite for the duration of the
visit
Deployment of temperature and
illumination sensors around Atlas Cove
Recording of cloud patterns for a
cooperating class
Observation of skeletons from a mass
dolphin death
Collection of an insect of
undetermined species
Collection of streamwater samples
and soil samples





Websites: www.heardisland.org
(static) and www.vk0ek.org (dynamic)
Social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
Newsletter (distributed electronically
roughly monthly)
Help desk (“Contact us”) developed
and operated by KY6R and the Diablo
DXers
GPS trackers on the voyage and in the
Stephenson Lagoon
Skype conferences from Heard Island
with W5KUB and classrooms in
California and Ukraine, and live call to
the International DX Convention in
Visalia
Audio Log recorded daily from Heard
Island
Repair of the AAD refuge shelters and
deposition of emergency food
Tests of the AirBeam tents and Disc-OBed bunks in extreme conditions.
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The amount of information and material
collected will require some years to
examine and interpret. One immediate
result is the documentation of the major
and rapid effects of global warming on the
glaciers of Heard Island, and its inevitable
effects on the landscape and the
biological communities. The almost
instantaneous creation of the Stephenson

Lagoon by glacial melting and the
destruction of the breakwater barriers
present us with an invaluable opportunity
to document the effects of incursion of
seawater into a glacial landscape. Among
the long-term projects is examination of
the soil and water samples, which could
contain undescribed species that will alter
the known biodiversity.

STATISTICS OF THE VKØEK OPERATION
The following table shows the mode/frequency distribution of QSOs logged by VKØEK. Of
the total 75,034, there were 21,220 different callsigns and 174 DXCC entities
MHz
1.8
3.5
7
10
14
18
21
24
28
Totals

CW
3225
5902
8956
9898
5774
7047
7643
5015
2419
55879

RTTY
SSB
0
13
0
0
1279
1562
933
0
0
3238
0
2957
1183
4498
0
2342
1
1149
3396 15759

QSOs
3238
5902
11797
10831
9012
10004
13324
7357
3569
75034

%
4.3
7.9
15.7
14.4
12.0
13.3
17.8
9.8
4.8

The following table shows the continent/frequency distribution of QSOs logged by VKØEK.
MHz
1.8
3.5
7
10
14
18
21
24
28
CW
RTTY
SSB
QSOs
%
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AF
24
50
132
63
207
153
206
98
48
456
36
489
981
1.3

AS
483
922
1789
1488
2160
3508
3315
2285
1126
12221
663
4192
17076
22.8

EU
2376
3410
6420
4807
3268
4842
7789
4308
2277
30626
1389
7482
39497
52.6

NA
293
1383
3205
4165
2680
952
1344
475
82
10901
1182
2496
14579
19.4

OC
56
104
167
211
628
383
353
112
29
1097
71
875
2043
2.7

SA UNK
6
0
31
2
81
3
94
3
68
1
153
13
316
1
76
3
6
1
554
24
54
1
223
2
831
27
1.1
0.0

APPRECIATIONS
The onsite team consisted of Robert
Schmieder KK6EK (Expedition
Organizer/Leader), David Lloyd K3EL
(Radio Team Leader), Adam Brown K2ARB,
Alan Cheshire VK6CQ, Arliss Thompson
W7XU, Bill Mitchell AEØEE, Carlos
Nascimento NP4IW, Dave Farnsworth
WJ2O, Fred Belton KM4MCD, Gavin
Marshall VK2BAX, Hans-Peter Blattler
HB9BXE, Jim Colletto N6TQ, Kenneth Karr
NG2H, and Vadym Ivliev UT6UD.
Rich Holoch KY6R was the offsite coOrganizer. Rich created and led the West
Coast support group “Diablo DXers”,
including Jack Burris K6JEB, Elliot Medrich
N6PF, Daniel Brock WB4RFQ, Peter
Hoffman W6DEI, and others. Especially
important were Pete Bouget W6OP, who
developed DXA Version 3; Mike Coffey
KJ4Z, who implemented the remote radio
operation and the AudioLog; and Tim
Beaumont MØURX, who was the QSL
manager. Additional support teams
included the East Coast support group, led
by Manny Rodriguez K4MSR; the Cape
Town, South Africa, support group, led by
Paul Johnson ZS1S; and the Northern
Corridor DX Group in Perth, Western
Australia, led by Keith Bainbridge VK6RK.
Scientific collaborators and advisors
included Jodie Fox and Eric Woehler
(University of Tasmania), Mary McGann
(U. S. Geological Survey), Grahame Budd
(University of Sydney), Erik van Sebille
(Imperial College London), Steve Smith
(OceanEarth), and numerous others.
Expedition honors included Prof. E. O.
Wilson (Harvard University, Principal
Scientist), Prof. Joseph Taylor K1JT
(DXpedition Leader), Jean-Michel
Cousteau (Expedition Leader), Jim Smith
VK9NS and Kirsti Jenkins-Smith VK9NL
(DXpedition Dedication), and the
“Fourteen Men” of the 1947 ANARE
Expedition (Expedition Dedication).

Corporations making major donations in
kind included HDT Global, Inmarsat,
Inmarsat, Inmarsat Government, Disc-OBed, Sound Seal, Acoustical Solutions,
Elecraft, DX Engineering, Array Solutions,
Arlan Communications, Spiderbeam,
K1NSS Design, and numerous others.
Major funding support was provided by
the Northern California DX Foundation,
German DX Foundation, Oceania Amateur
Radio DX Group, European DX
Foundation, Danish DX Group, Northern
California DX Club, Central Texas DX and
Contest Club, Clipperton DX Club, GM DX
Group, Twin Cities DX Association, Swiss
DX Foundation, Tokyo 610 DX Group,
Southeastern DX Club, International DX
Association, Twin Cities DX Association,
Lone Star DX Association, CDXC The UK DX
Foundation, Southwest Ohio DX
Association, ARRL Colvin Award,
Mediterraneo DX Club, Isle of Man DX
Organization, Dayton Amateur Radio
Association, the W. A. Tucker Foundation,
and many others.
We are especially appreciative of the
extremely generous contribution made
by CDXC – The UK DX Foundation.
More than 5000 individuals made
contributions to the project. Among the
largest individual donors were Jan
Poniwas DG2AT, Dave Anderson K4SV,
Steve Hammer K6SGH, John and Cheryl
Muhr KTØF/NØWBV, Zorro Miyazawa
JH1AJT, Kan Mizoguchi JA1BK, Kip
Edwards K6SZN, David Bower K4PZT, and
Craig and Maria Hauger. More than 200
people donated more than $100, and
more than 30 people donated $300 or
more.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The main website www.heardisland.org
contains extensive documentation of the
project, including the permit, radio
licence, biographies of the team members
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and other participants, news releases,
Newsletters, the AudioLog, QSL
information, order forms for souvenirs,
detailed descriptions of the scientific
projects, and FAQ, information for
sponsors and participants, policies, a
Heard Island library, a full copy of VKØIR
Heard Island by KK6EK, and various other
documents. Full listings of the
contributors are on the main website
www.heardisland.org (links /TEAM/ and
/SPONSORS/). Information on Cordell
Expeditions can be found on the website
www.cordell.org. All the VKØEK
Newsletters can be downloaded from
www.heardisland.org/HD_pages/HD_new
sletter_back_issues.html. You can
download the full poster of the team and
logistics on the world map from

www.heardisland.org/HD_documents/HD
_Poster_2.5.pdf.
The blog website for the DXpedition is
https://vk0ek.org . On Facebook go to
https://www.facebook.com/heardisland2
015/ and on twitter go to
https://twitter.com/vk0ek . Souvenir
mugs and shirts can be obtained through
the web page
https://shop.vk0ek.org/souvenirs.html .
You can hear the daily verbal reports
made during the expedition on the
AudioLog at https://media.vk0ek.org/ .
I would welcome your personal
experiences, and with your permission I
might share them in publications about
the expedition. Please send your stories to
me at schmieder@cordell.org

Aurora Australis, High Angles and VK0EK
Rich Holoch, KY6R
[As with most DXpeditions, the VK0EK operation came in for some critical comments,
especially on our own Reflector. It’s very easy to overlook some of the issues involved.KY6R
who was co-organiser of the Expedition published this item on his very interesting blog at
https://ky6r.wordpress.com/ and is reproduced with his permission.]
o’clock, and you can see how much closer
Heard Island is to the oval. If you draw a
line from Heard to VK-ZL and even the
West Coast of the US – NOW you can see
that even Spit Bay wouldn’t have helped a
bit – the problem was this oval.

The biggest learning as far as VK0EK is
concerned is how the Aurora Australis
works, and how it affects propagation.
You can actually see Kerguelin and Heard
Island on the map – they are about at 5
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The map shows the 40m short path
between KY6R and VK0EK. You can see
how the signals had to pass through the
oval twice. It had a profound effect on the
DXpedition, and in all of my years of
studying propagation – I completely
missed this. Since the team was there as
the season was changing – the night sky
was also changing. During the northern
hemisphere’s winter, the Aurora Borealis
offers nice northern lights. But as these

were fading – the Aurora Australis – in the
southern hemisphere started offering
beautiful, but propagation destroying
southern lights.
I worked them on 160, 40, 30 and 20m
quite easily, to my great surprise.
Mountain Big Ben was actually far enough
away to not be as bad as our HFTA plots
predicted. However, I expect that in this
direction I caught them on the higher
angle openings – and this is why when
they were workable it was not a long
opening – although it was usually up to an
hour long. They pounded in on 20m SSB
and 40m CW and even 30m – for maybe a
half hour each day. 40 and 30m during the
West Coasts morning, and 20m during the
West Coasts evenings. They did superbly
on 160 and 80m. I missed them on 80m
(bummer).
The team was there late Fall Heard time –
meaning the switch was happening – from
Northern lights to Southern lights – or
Aurora Australis. FT5XO and FT5ZM were
far enough north to avoid the damaging
effects of this “auroral oval”. VK0EK was
not. Couple this with a decline in SSN and
SFI, and even throw in a solar storm
where the team said for three days they
basically had no propagation, and it’s clear
– the only reason why the team was
successful was because they were GREAT
operators and because they were on the
air for three weeks.
A second key learning is that higher angles
DO work for very long distance DXing.
From Orinda CA, Heard Island is 11,120
miles away on the short path and 13,750
miles on the long path. I worked them on
both the long and short path. My N6BT
DXU-32 is only up 50′ on my AB-577 mast.
This is because this is the highest I can go
while still being safe. On 20m, this is
“good enough”. On 40m its sub-par – but
still better than the dipole I had up at 65′
before the squirrels ate the rope supports

and it crashed to my roof. It’s also quite a
bit better than a 2 element phased
vertical array that I had that was quite a
good antenna (I did A-B comparisons and
the DXU-32 was very noticeably better).
I worked Heard island EASILY on 40m CW
one morning, and it was short path for
sure. Why? Because it was after sunrise –
and the angles must have been higher
than earlier when it was dark. For a good
half hour – propagation was surprisingly
good. A 40m shortened 2 element Yagi at
these heights has these take off angles:
65′ – 35° (me – and that’s a fairly high
angle, but it also gets me over the hills
nearby): 90′ – 21°; 180′ – 16°.
So – as you can see – with some careful
listening and patience – you can catch the
higher angle openings – which usually
occur as the band is opening and closing.
And sure enough – not too much longer
after I worked them, the band closed –
maybe half to one hour later. I know
because I spotted them and watched a
whole bunch of SF Bay Area hams work
them on 40m while I was on my way to
work riding on the BART commuter train.
It’s starting to become clearer just how
successful this project was. The team
beat several other DXpeditions numbers
QSO wise – (if you look carefully at the
GDXF’s “Mega DXpedition Honor Roll”
carefully), but the VK0EK project was
never ever meant to compete in this way
– it was a very special project that had
several important goals and all of these
goals were met and in several cases far
exceeded. It was all about ATNO’s and
band fills secondarily – meaning
“uniques”. We were at 28% uniques –
which is right up there with the best of
the best DXpeditions. I think few actually
understand this – because people seem to
drool over total QSO’s made. At some
point (and its less than 75K QSO’s), your
uniques actually start to drop. I do think
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more SSB would have helped – but the
team told me that propagation was so
poor that only CW would get through
allowing any kind of rate. So – it all makes
much better sense now.
I expect that in a lot of ways that VK0EK
will be talked about and reflected on in
very different ways than any other
DXpedition due to the many
achievements made. But I am also very
pleased that “the numbers” were as

respectable as they were. I feel very
pleased about the project these days –
now that I have had some time away from
its “heat and steam”.
And personally, the Diablo DXers already
have new plans to extend what we had
started with VK0EK, so the beat goes on,
and I look forward to continuing
camaraderie with my very good friends.
That’s the BEST “metric” of all!

VK5CE/6 and VK5MAV/6 – Breaksea Island OC-243
Craig Edwards VK5CE
Back in 2012 I was making enquiries about
Breaksea Island. The Department of Parks
and Wildlife were open to the idea but I
was not allowed to stay overnight by
myself as the two buildings next to the
lighthouse were only just starting to be
restored. Back then I didn’t know any
other VKs interested in IOTA activating so
instead I turned my attention to one man
operations on OC-261 and OC-255 for
2013.
In early March myself and Andrey (Andy)
Mikhaylov VK5MAV conducted a four day
DXpedition to Breaksea Island OC-243 off
the southern tip of Western Australia.
There was reasonable interest in this IOTA
as it was only ever activated once back in
2001 and was now only claimed by 16.8%.
It is a rugged island with no beaches.
Instead intrepid adventurers are
confronted by massive boulders and rock
cliffs much like Mapelo or Navassa. The
jetty that once existed to service the
lighthouse on the island is now
condemned and access is only by
helicopter.
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In December last year Andy contacted me
for a joint IOTA project. I’d only just
returned from S79C AF-119 and I was busy
getting ready to go to ZL9A OC-286 in
early January. To cut a long story short,
Andy had been doing a great job liaising
with the Western Australian Department
of Parks and Wildlife whilst I was on ZL9A
and they informed him we could go there
in early March. Three DXpeditions in four
months………. fair to say that my wife is
still mad at me!!!!
We found out that during February/March
there would be no commercial flights
from the Western Australian capital Perth

VK0EK – Heard Island 2016 (Page 19)
(Photos VK0EK Team)

The Braveheart in Cape Town
I

VK0EK - Heard Island 2016 (Page 19)
(Photos VK0EK Team)

Leaving Cape Town

Arriving at Heard Island

Setting up

(L-R) NP4IW, WJ2O, VK6CQ, K3EL, KK6EK, UT6UD, HB9BXE, NG2H, K2ARB,
VK2BAX, KM4MXD, N6TQ, W7XU, AE0EE
II

VK0EK – Heard Island 2016 (Page 19)
(Photos VK0EK Team)

Cape Cartwright, Laurens Peninsula

Unloading
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Verticals and 4-squares

Operating
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VK5CE/6 and VK5MAV/6 - Breaksea Island, OC-243 (Page 28)
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The only access to Breaksea Island is by helicopter

Operation from the lighthouse cottage which is being renovated
V
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The lighthouse and the newly restored cottage

L-R: Craig VK5CE & Andy VK5MAV
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Værøy Island (Photo Switch Back Travel)

Ian G3WVG operating LA/G0AAA at local mid-night (Photo Nigel G3TXF)
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to the staging town of Albany in the
southern part of the state. As part of our
permit we could only go there in March.
So instead of flying from Adelaide (South
Australia) to Perth (Western Australia)
and then on to Albany using commercial
airlines, we needed to drive. Driving from
our QTH’s in South Australia to Albany is a
monster journey of 2743 km (1704 miles).
To put this into perspective, it’s like
driving from Moscow to Berne or from
Paris to Istanbul or Houston to New York.
The good news was that the restoration of
the lighthouse cottage had begun and so
one building was safe to live in. There
were basically ceilings, windows, floors
and that was it. No furniture, no electricity
and no running water although a
rainwater tank was available but no
working toilet. We needed to provide our
own power and fortunately I have my two
Honda EU10i generators which always run
flawlessly. Due to safety and permit
restrictions we had to arrange for a
helicopter to transport the fuel to the
island separately prior to us flying and so
this added extra cost.
We were located on the top of the island
and thus verticals near the beach were
not an option. We were very limited in
where we could venture on the island
because only a small amount of ground
was cleared. The rest of the island was
covered in a dense thicket that meant
erection of beams was impossible and it
was very limited on how far guy ropes
could be used. We had a mix of vertical
dipoles and Andy had a G5RV. Our
location meant we had a 360° view to all
parts of the world.
We were intending to run two stations at
the same time during the day and at night.

I would do SSB with a 400w amplifier and
Andy would do CW with 100w. We
obviously needed band pass filters to
enable two stations to be operating at the
same time. During our first planning
meeting, in order to share the costs we
decided to buy two filters each. Based on
my experience with S79C I decided to buy
a Dunestar filter for 20m and 15m. Andy
ordered a 40m and 10m filter from a
Russian ham he knew. But disaster struck
as his filters didn’t arrive on time (and still
hadn’t weeks later!!!!). This meant we
could operate on 15m and 20m at the
same time, but these two bands weren’t
open at the same time for very long. So in
the morning when 20m closed, I couldn’t
go to 10m due to Andy being on 15m and
we’d cause massive QRM to each other.
Similarly when 15m closed in the evening,
Andy couldn’t go on 40m until I was
finished with 20m and then in the early
morning I had to wait for Andy to finish on
40m before I could start on 20m. VERY
ANNOYING for both of us and it meant
our total number of QSO’s were way
down. I’m used to doing 1000 QSOs per
day minimum and instead I could only do
half that.
Overall, I’d say conditions were average at
best. But we did the best we could with
the limited bands we had available. There
were long periods of endless CQ’ing and
unfortunately at times of potential pile
ups we could only have one station on the
air. The biggest concern we had was trying
to get a decent signal into North America
and thankfully we were able to cover from
east to west coast without too much
difficulty. Overall we made 4768 QSOs to
over 100 countries over our four days of
operation.
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Up to the Arctic for the IOTA Contest
Nigel Cawthorne G3TXF

For the past few years Ian, G3WVG and I
have tried to go somewhere interesting
for the IOTA Contest at the end of July.
Discussions about possible locations
usually start several weeks before the
contest. For some reason (probably the
fabulous light of the long summer
evenings) we both like going North for this
midsummer contest. Two years ago we
went to a small island (Grímsey) off the
north coast of Iceland, which lies right on
the Arctic Circle. Last year (GM4S) we
went back to Shetland, again going North
… OK, but not quite as far as the Arctic.
The coastal map of Norway reveals many
islands and IOTA groups, a number of
which lie above the Arctic Circle. We
decided to go to the Lofoten Islands (EU76). The Lofotens have a reputation of
being a fantastic place to visit, which
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indeed they were. Finding a good QTH
with a clear sea take-off to the South was
all important. A careful study of available
rental cabins as well as of Google Earth
suggested that the island of Værøy could
be ideal. We therefore booked two cabins
right at the water’s edge for a few days
around the IOTA Contest.
Værøy is the second most westerly of the
Lofoten island chain. The six-hour ferry
journey starts in Bødø in Northern
Norway. We flew to Bødø via Oslo. The
ferry crossing (on a virtually empty and
modern ship) was flat calm. We arrived at
Værøy late in the evening. As well as
having sea water on three sides, we were
pleased to find that the cabins we had
booked also had plenty of space around
for antennas.

We had taken fibre-glass poles with which
to make verticals for each of the five
bands. In practice we set them up for just
four bands (80m, 40m, 20m and 10m) and
we were to “force-feed” the 40m vertical
for 15m. The 80m and 40m antennas were
quarter-waves with numerous radials, and
the other antennas (20m and 10m) were
vertical dipoles.
This year, for the first time, there was to
be a new “Multi-Two” section in the RSGB
IOTA Contest. This would be ideal for a
two-man, two-station set-up. Both
stations would be able to CQ and run pileups on different bands at the same time.
On previous IOTA Contest trips where we
have had two full stations, one station had
to be designated as the ‘run’ station while
the other was the ‘multiplier’ station
trawling around the bands looking for
IOTA multipliers. This year was to be
different. In the new Multi-Two category
each station would be able to run and to
hunt multipliers on different bands at the
same time. In order to make the most of
this new category we had taken two
complete stations (2xK3 transceivers +
2xKPA500 amps) as well as hopefully
enough Dunestar filters to be able to
operate both stations without any
significant mutual interference.
We had arrived at our island location late
on the Thursday evening. This would give
us plenty of time all day on Friday as well
as, if needed, Saturday morning to get set
up before the 12z start of the IOTA
Contest. On Friday morning we
concentrated on installing the various
vertical antennas and coax runs to the two
shacks in adjacent cabins. All went well
until we started testing the two stations
on Friday afternoon. Things were then to
go seriously down-hill.
Despite using the usual Dunestar filters
there seemed to be an inordinate amount
of broadband break-through interference

between the two stations. Given the high
performance of the Elecraft K3 transceiver
and the KPA500 amplifier, it is usually not
too difficult to operate two stations using
vertical antennas in reasonably close
proximity. We just couldn’t. There was
something seriously wrong somewhere.
And added to these interference problems
one of the KPA500 amps failed. The amp
just stopped working.
A strategy rethink was necessary. Clearly a
full-scale Multi-Two operation would not
be possible with both serious inter-station
QRM (even barefoot) and with one
amplifier out of service.
Prior to our departure we had contacted
NKOM to ask if we could use our clubcallsign G0AAA under CEPT. [Strictly
speaking club-calls cannot be used under
CEPT]. By return E-mail NKOM advised
that we could use “LA/G0AAA” for our
planned Multi-Two operation. That was
kind of them.
Despite having installed the antennas and
set up the stations relatively quickly, we
then spent what seemed to be an
inordinate amount of time trying to
resolve the interference problems.
However an hour or so before the contest
started we decided to make two separate
Single-Op 12-Hour entries. Ian G3WVG
operated on CW/SSB as LA/G0AAA and
G3TXF operated as LA/G3TXF on CW only.
We divided the 24-hour contest into eight
equal periods of three hours each. We
then operated in interleaved three-hour
sessions using the one remaining fullyfunctioning K3/KPA500 station that we
had.
Operating in three-hour sessions has its
advantages. We both found that we were
trying harder to make more QSOs (or
search more actively for Multipliers) as
the end of the three-hour session
approached. The operator change-over
was usually quite smooth, with the log
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being quickly switched over in WinTest.
Also operating a total of just twelve hours
in a contest (within several interspersed
snooze periods) is hardly fatiguing. Added
to this, there was no local darkness, just
twilight at midnight. Time passed quickly.
The 2016 IOTA Contest was finished
before we knew it!

Despite the time-consuming problems
with the station, we much enjoyed our
short visit to the Lofoten Islands for the
IOTA Contest. If you are looking for
somewhere nice to go to activate a
reasonably rare European IOTA we can
certainly recommend Cabin Number 5 at
the ham-friendly Værøy Brygge on EU-76!

Morse Code for Radio Amateurs – A review
Iain Kelly, M0PCB
The new 12th Edition
of Morse Code for
Radio Amateurs was
published by the
RSGB in mid-2016,
but has its roots
back in 1947 when
it was published as
‘Morse Code for the
Radio Amateur’. The
author, Roger Cooke G3LDI, is a wellrespected Morse Code operator and runs
the GB2CW Morse practice project on
behalf of the RSGB.
Chapter 1 introduces the history of Morse
Code, starting with Samuel FB Morse
himself along with Alfred Vail. At a fast
pace we head through the WW2 era and
Bletchley Park and into the modern day
with an introduction to the various
activities that can be found on the
Amateur Bands using Morse Code, which
is further expanded in Chapter 2.
Learning the Code starts off by reminding
the reader that learning Morse Code will
take a lot of work and covers in detail the
first steps of learning the alphabet,
numbers and procedural signals not as
dots and dashes but as ‘dits and dahs’. A
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variety of techniques are presented for
the reader to try while on the learning
path and comprehensive notes are given
on common abbreviations that are heard
on air. Next some more advanced
methods are presented. These are
intended to assist with a Morse learner to
reach the 12 to 15 words per minute level,
not only describing the methods but also
suggesting software and websites that are
designed to assist with the learning
process such as http://lcwo.net.
So far, though, we’ve only been learning
to receive Morse and only in Chapter 5
does the topic of sending come to the
fore. The author starts by introducing
sending with a straight key, and even
includes a circuit diagram for a simple
practice oscillator. There are examples
provided of a few common types of Morse
QSO, covering standard exchanges and a
typical contest exchange. All types of
Morse key are described and even a
comparison of the different types of
Iambic keying types. Even as an
experienced Morse operator myself even I
learned something new!
The final section concentrates on taking
Morse Code operating to the next level

with an decent introduction to a number
of software packages suitable for
practising higher speed Morse and also
contest and pileup training as well as
contesting with Morse Code. Perhaps of
more interest to CDXC members the DX
potential gained from learning Morse is
explored.
The enclosed CD-Rom contains an
interactive html based interface to
explore the contents. Provided on the disc
are a variety of audio files containing
practice Morse at speeds from 5 to 21
words per minute as well as pictures and
extra articles providing extra content not
in the book. There are also links out to

various web based resources that are
mentioned throughout the book.
Overall this book provides for a very
diverse audience, although the bias is
towards encouraging newcomers to
Morse Code to get stuck in and take up
operating the mode on the air. Even
experienced Morse operators may learn
something new, I did. My thanks to Roger
G3LDI for his tireless work promoting
Morse Code. The book is available from
RSGB at £8.99 or £7.64 if you are a
member.

Design Advances Make Portable Operation Easier, More Fun
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
[Dan, KB6NU, is the author of the "No Nonsense" amateur radio licence study guides, and
blogs about amateur radio at www.KB6NU.com from which this item is reproduced with his
permission]
I've just returned from the Dayton
Hamvention. Dayton was a blast as usual,
and if there's one thing I took away from
this year's event it's that portable
operation is not only becoming more
popular, but more sophisticated as well. In
fact, it's a virtuous circle. More
sophisticated portable equipment is
making portable operation more popular,
which is spurring manufacturers to make
more sophisticated equipment, which is
making portable operation even more
popular, and around we go.
This is perhaps most easily seen in the
evolution of the Elecraft products. One of
their first rigs was the K1, a small rig that
was frequently toted out into the field,
even though it wasn't really designed for
that purpose. It had a small form factor,
but had a conventional front panel layout.

The next evolution was the KX1. This CWonly radio was designed specifically for
field work. It originally only covered 40m
and 80m, and had a very limited front
panel. But its built-in battery pack and
KXPD1 paddle made it a great choice for
portable operators when it was
introduced in 2004.
A big leap forward was made when they
introduced the KX3 in 2012. This radio
combined a bunch of features never
before found in a portable rig. The KX3
features SDR architecture and covers all
modes, including SSB, CW, Data, FM, AM,
uses the same full-sized LCD display as the
K3, has advanced DSP features, and can
be connected to a computer via USB for
firmware upgrades and for use with other
ham radio software. The KX3 is so fullfeatured that many operators use it as
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their main rig with a suitable linear
amplifier.
At Dayton 2016, Elecraft took this concept
even further and introduced the KX2. It's
about half the size of the KX3, but yet has
almost all of the features of the KX3.
There was a tremendous amount of buzz
over this radio at Dayton among portable
operation aficionados. The base price of
the KX2 is $750, and with options, will
cost you about $1,000.
Of course, Elecraft isn't the only company
competing in this market. LNR Precision
sells a radio called the LD-5, and at
Dayton, they introduced the LD-11, which
like the KX3 and KX2 features SDR
architecture and covers 160m - 6m. This
radio goes for about $800, and has also
proven to be popular among portable
operators.
Dayton had a number of exhibitors that
supplied products other than radios to aid
portable operation. There were several
portable antenna manufacturers,
including Buddipole (buddipole.com) and
PackTenna (packtenna.com), that

exhibited their antennas, and BiEnno
Power (biennopower.com), showing off
their new lithium-ion batteries,
While radios like the KX2 and LD-11 allow
operators to easily get out into the field,
portable operation would not be as
popular as it is without organized
activities. Programs like the Summits on
the Air (SOTA, www.sota.org.uk,
na.sota.org) and the National Parks on the
Air (NPOTA, npota.arrl.org) make portable
operation even more fun. These programs
do this by providing a structure in which
operators can find one another and gain
awards for operating. SOTA did not have a
booth at Dayton, but NPOTA was a big
part of the ARRL section there.
If you aren't already a portable operator,
you should give it a try! You don't have to
invest a bunch of money in a rig to just try
it. KX1s have been had for less than $400,
and simpler QRP rigs cost a lot less.
Getting outside and operating in the fresh
air is a lot of fun and could give you a
whole new perspective on amateur radio.

IOTA NEWS
Roger Balister -, G3KMA, IOTA Manager
IOTA The Friends of IOTA Appeal
The appeal launched in June
to help fund the
introduction into IOTA of
paperless QSLing (July 2016
Digest, pages 44/45) has so
far brought in £12,185. This
amounts to almost half of our initial target
of £25,000. We are hugely grateful to all
who have contributed and this includes
the CDXC, the DX University and several
very generous individuals. To date some
88 contributors in 22 countries have been
inducted into Friends of IOTA. However
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we are still some way short of our target
and until we reach it we will need to call
on a commercial loan. We believe that the
IOTA Community is more than ready to
help us to make this unnecessary and
build a position financially where we can
promote IOTA in ways that we have not
previously been able to fund. We invite
CDXC members to join our Happy Band of
Friends of IOTA. Check the appeal details
in the July Digest or on the IOTA website
where a list of those who have already
contributed is shown. You can make a
payment through PayPal either to "Islands

on the Air (IOTA)" or to the email address
islandsontheair@outlook.com but make
sure to add in the comments field "Friends
of IOTA" and your callsign to identify your
contribution. Thank you.
Update of Data in the IOTA Directory
(May 2016 edition)
IOTA reference number issued
AS-202 A9 Hawar Islands (Bahrain)
following the operation by A91HI in
April/May 2016.

Operations which have provided
acceptable validation material
The inclusion of this listing is being
temporarily discontinued. The
appointment of a new IOTA Validation
Team headed by Cezar, VE3LYC with the
support of Bob, K3EST has led to an
expansion in the number of IOTA
operations that are being asked to provide
validation material. Time spent in
preparing what in future might be a
lengthy list of operations is hard to justify
at the present time.

Club Log Corner
Alan Jubb, 5B4AHJ
Friedrichshafen 2016
I made one of my occasional visits to Hamradio
Friedrichshafen in June. One of the highlights of
the visit was meeting up with some other amateur
radio historians:
F2VX Gèrard Debelle, REF historian, author of
Histoire de l’émission d’amateur et du Réseau des
Emetteurs Français
F6AJA Jean-Michel Duthilleul, proprietor and
publisher of Les Nouvelles DX (LNDX) news
bulletins and associated web site and QSL gallery.
OE1WHC - Prof. Wolf Harranth, curator of
DokuFunk radio history documentation centre in
Vienna.
It was great to meet these guys, with whom I have
exchanged so many e-mails over the years. I had
met Gèrard three years earlier when we spent a
most enjoyable evening together. I hadn’t
previously met Jean-Michel or Wolf.
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OUR MAN IN ALDABRA - AN AMATEUR’S
PARADISE
Amateur Radio historians, such as myself,
sometimes have difficulty determining the
precise dates that DXpeditions were QRV,
especially in the case of older
DXpeditions. It is always welcome when a
DXpedition states the QRV dates on their
QSL or in an expedition write-up. Even the
multi-page QSL produced by the relatively
recent VP6DX operation does not
explicitly state the QRV dates. QSL
designers please note!
It therefore gave me
great satisfaction to
find the following
article on the 1967/68
VQ9JW, VQ9JW/A and
VQ9JW/C DXpedition
to Aldabra, Astove and
Cosmoledo islands,
which gives much
information on the
QRV dates from the
three islands.
Having read the article, which appeared in
three issues of Mercury, the Journal of
RSARS, I thought it would make
interesting reading for other CDXC
members. The article is reproduced
below, with the kind permission of RSARS.
References to the Editor below are to the
editor of Mercury, not to the Digest
editor. The Mercury editor at the time
was G3EKL.

Walker, G3UDU (378) was quickly offered
as suitable bait for the trap. Nothing was
heard for some time, then things started
moving. Wheels turned, channels clicked
into place and Johnny found himself
landed with the very important task of
providing all communications required by
the expedition both on, and to and from
the Island. The task of deciding what
would be the best equipment, antennas,
power supplies etc., soon absorbed John
to such an extent that he was seen
hastening around with head bowed and
his hands clasped reverently in the hope
that the great God CODDON [Supplies
organisation] would provide all the bits
and pieces that were needed.
To give you some idea of the importance
of the task, the following extract from one
of the better known daily papers sets the
scene as 3UDU, ably assisted by Harry
Stickley (yes, son of the well-known Corps
legend) checked and rechecked stores lists
prior to Day " M", which was a fortnight
before this extract was published.
"A Scientific race against time begins
today when a British expedition lands at
the island of Aldabra in the Indian Ocean
The island, 60 square miles, contains
animals and plants found nowhere else.

Part 1 - reproduced from Mercury, issue
21, October 1967).

The scientists' problem is that the British
Government wants to build an airstrip on
the island for the Royal Air Force - a step
zoologists claim will destroy the
uniqueness of an island which Charles
Darwin once fought successfully to
preserve.

It all started back in April when the Editor
was asked if the Society could provide a
suitable operator to accompany the Royal
Society on an expedition in the Indian
Ocean. Green with envy, he realised that
he would not be able to get away for such
a delightfully long period. But this was too
good an opportunity to miss, and Johnny

The expedition, from the Royal Society,
will dock at the island, 260 miles northwest of Madagascar, just as the
controversy between the scientists and the
Government becomes a public issue.
Already involved - in opposition to the
Government's plans - are Britain's Royal
Society and Natural History Museum, the
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American Academy of Sciences and
Washington's Smithsonian Institution.
Their view is that the island is so
important scientifically that it should be
preserved unspoilt, whatever the needs of
the Ministry of Defence.
One species - once common on islands in
the Indian Ocean but now extinct
everywhere except Aldabra - is the giant
tortoise. It can live 200 years and weigh up
to 800 lb. There are more than 10,000 of
them. The only other place in the world
where a species of the giant tortoise lives
naturally is the Galapagos Islands off the
coast of Peru.
Aldabra is also the major breeding-ground
in the Indian Ocean for frigate birds, seabirds with a wing span of seven feet. The
unknown thousands of these birds, say
scientists, could make a future airstrip
unworkable. The birds soar to great
heights, 3,000 feet and over, and dive
down to fresh water pools. Scientists say
that however the airstrip is positioned
there is a threat of frequent collisions with
planes.
The island’s birds include the flightless rail
- 1st of the flightless birds of the Indian
Ocean Islands, which once included the
dodo and the solitaire.
When the Ministry of Defence survey team
set off for Aldabra last September, they
took with them two scientists who made a
preliminary study of the island. Their
report led to a Royal Society
recommendation that Aldabra should be
preserved for scientific investigation."
So this was what lay ahead of them
John and Harry flew out from Lyneham
and staged at Gan Island during the first
week of August, and G4RS had a couple of
pleasant QSO’s with them both, through
the courtesy of the RAFARS station on the
island, VS9MB. A minor admin problem
was solved and a missing case reached our

intrepid communicators the day before
they were due to sail for the Seychelles.
Wireless silence was the order of the day,
but John promised to give Blandford a
shout just as soon as he could from the
coral island. True to his word, the advance
party landed on August 13th and on the
Tuesday after (15th) John made his first
QSO as VQ9JW - it was a struggle, but
contact was made with G4RS on the key
on a very noisy 20 metre band.
Regular contact has been kept with the
HQ station, starting with two schedules a
week in the evening, and now a daily
natter each afternoon, Monday to Friday.
VQ9JW is putting a very comfortable
signal into G each afternoon on both 15
and 10 metres and is also very active on
20. As the winter progresses, it is John's
intention to get weaving on 80 and also
160 metres. His gear is a KW 2000A and a
host of antennas.
W1BB (Stew) has already made tentative
skeds thru' G4RS for Top band working
with Aldabra, and John is willing to
accommodate any reasonable requests
for QSO's, all bands, Top to Ten. Should
you want to arrange a QSO, then any
Blandford station will QSP for you via
G4RS. The Blandford stations? G3DSS, (3),
G3EKL (46), G3IBB (37), G3NJM (7), G3VYZ
(173), and G3WGN (470) to name but a
few!!! Or drop me a line. But don't expect
QSLs by return. John has no regular
outgoing mail but hopes to get his logs to
Des, G30NU (76) as and when he can. (Des
kindly agreed to act as QSL Manager).
With the possibility of 5,000 contacts I feel
that our sincere thanks should go out to
Des.
Part 2 - reproduced from Mercury, issue
23, March 1968).
PHASE 1
The Royal Society "Phase I" party (some
twenty strong) landed at Settlement,
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Aldabra on 13th August 1967 and it wasn't
very long before the KW 2000A was
carefully unpacked and set up, together
with the vertical, which was secured to a
pole 15' high alongside the "Guesthouse"
a small wooden shack destined to be our
home for the next seven and a half
months. Checks were completed, lighting
arranged, generators proved and late on
the next day the rig was "fired up" and the
first QSO with the outside world was
attempted. Imagine our delight to make
contact with G4RS at Blandford where the
HQ Station, which had been patiently
listening, came through at S4 on CW. A
forty five minute QSO ensued with Les
(G3VYZ) who was on the key, equally as
elated as we were on the Island and just
before midnight local, we closed down
knowing that all was well.
During Phase I, the first three week
period, whilst awaiting the arrival of the
main party and supplies, contact was kept
with the outside world by means of daily
skeds with VS9MB In Gan and twice
weekly skeds with G4RS at Blandford. I
was extremely grateful for the help given
me by VS9MB. Between these two outlets
from Aldabra various points and tricky
situations were smoothly settled. At the
same time trips were made to the far end
of the Island and the small portable sets
were tested out but found to be lacking in
power, considerable trouble being caused
by the strong broadcast stations which
were to be heard during the evening and
the powerful teleprinter stations during
daylight. The sets themselves were not in
the peak of condition due to an
unexpected dunking they received when
rough weather swamped the "Gemini" in
which they were travelling, capsizing it.
However Sgt Harry Stickley, officially the
repair man for the Expedition, agreed to
go to each Island in turn and see what he
could do to improve communications. By
dint of sensible aerial sighting and
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painstaking work on the wet equipment,
Harry achieved what he had hoped and
each of the Island posts, Cinq Cases, Anse
Cedres and East Channel were able to
override the heavy local QRM. Harry
stayed at East Channel until the main
party arrived, checking all things to his
satisfaction before returning to
Settlement.
PHASE II
This phase commenced when "Vidal"
arrived on 28th August and brought the
rest of the party and the long awaited
stores, some thirty-eight crates of various
sizes and weights. After unloading and
unpacking, the main station was set up,
comprising a C11 and R210 with both AC
and DC power supplies, together with a
Redifon GR 410. The C11/R210 gave me
AM and CW facilities anywhere between 2
and 16 Mc/s with an output of about 50
watts, whilst a Redifon GR 410 offered CW
and SSB facilities on certain spot
frequencies. (A photo of the equipment
was shown in the December '67 Mercury Ed). Twice daily skeds were soon
established with the Royal Navy in
Mauritius and a daily one with the
Meteorological Bureau, also in Mauritius,
so the KW 2000A could now relax and be
used for pleasure only.
"Vidal" left three weeks later, taking with
her most of the Phase I party, and with
final farewells on the Aldis lamp she sailed
out of sight, bound for Mombassa,
Durban, Capetown and finally England.
We were now left on our own, radio being
our only means of contact with the
outside world.
The same week found me appointed
"Weather Forecaster/Met. Man-in-Chief"
and with an excellent Met office
handbook together with the instructions
supplied with the various instruments but
absolutely no experience at all, I set about
becoming the expert on clouds, wind and

rain. (Some four months later I can safely
report that there have been no
complaints yet so it seems that a course at
Bracknell is not vital! So life assumed a
steady pattern and Phase III started.
PHASE III
The long term party soon settled down to
their studies and getting out into the field.
Contact was maintained between each
party and the base at Settlement over the
portable transceivers, which had been
carefully sited and cared for by Harry. His
care brought dividends as virtually no
trouble occurred and regular and constant
phone reports were received and collated
at base day by day. As Harry was unable
to fully occupy his day (faults were not
unknown but certainly not sufficient to
keep him occupied all the time) he agreed
to act as assistant to one of the party,
Tony Diamond, and generally made
himself useful digging and probing,
studying the habits of the giant tortoises
and other unique species of wild life on
the Island. Unfortunately this kind of work
is not included under any specific trade
classification in the Service, not even in
the Veterinary Corps, so Harry will have to
be content to leave it as an entry on his
Service documents as "Other Specialist
qualifications" For myself I was well
occupied with the three skeds each day to
Mauritius, regular weather measurements
to collate, reports to take from the other
Islands (In case any readers thought that
Aldabra was only one island, it is in fact
broken up into four separate islets, none
of which can be reached without some
form of boat) and occasional safaris to the
outback of Picard island for the purpose of
procuring fresh goat meat for the main
base cookhouse. There were some fifty
Islanders resident together with a further
half a dozen members of the Expedition,
so a goat did not last very long. As the
weeks rolled by I began to wonder

whether I would keep up with all of the
Amateur Radio skeds being asked of me through regular contact with G4RS
numerous requests were being made and
operating hours became more and more
difficult. From the first week in December
the Met Office requested an additional
report at 1200 GMT, also one at midnight
if conditions were cyclonic. Luckily, due to
lack of official traffic, I was able to drop
one of the daily skeds with the Navy on
the understanding that a listening watch
was being kept on a guard frequency on
which I could call in the event of an
emergency. This meant only an hour each
day (as against the previous two)
commencing at 1000 GMT and so
balanced the load a little, as operating
times had to be geared to "generating"
times due to a fair restriction of fuel. I was
able to charge the battery banks each day
and occasionally operated the KW from its
DC PSU to enable operation during the
quiet periods.
And so the days passed by and Christmas
Eve arrived. All members of the Expedition
attended Mass in the Catholic church at
Settlement and this was followed by a
party in "Seychelles" style which lasted
until a quarter past five the next morning,
Christmas Day. It would have carried on
longer. but one of the locals broke a string
on the guitar and that put paid to the
festivities. At least this was what I
assumed to be the reason. It was quite a
coincidence that the free booze for the
locals had also run out!
So to the New Year, heralded on New
Year’s Eve with the arrival of the
"MANAHINE" carrying supplies for the last
Phase of the Expedition and also relief
expeditioners from the Royal Society. The
Cl1/R210 made contact with the
"Manahine" and met info was gratefully
exchanged between stations, as she
slowly made her way toward the Island.
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On board were numerous clean shaven
pale faces who looked quite incongruous
against the old timers!! Amongst the
supplies were large quantities of beer
(Don't get the wrong idea, the daily ration
was one tin per man and each tin only
held 12 fluid ounces) as well as some very
welcome spirits. This allowed all of us to
welcome in 1968 in excellent style until a
native of the Island, one extremely
accurate rat, whose shooting prowess
could well be taken as an example by our
intrepid Corps shots, succeeded in topping
up my vodka and orange with deadly
accuracy from a range of some twelve
feet.
This caused great amusement from the
assembled company, except yours truly. I
am glad to be able to report that the rat
was unable to repeat the performance as I
had the great pleasure of despatching it to
where ever accurate rats depart, with the
help of a ·22 bullet the following morning.
The hole in the ceiling is very apparent
about noon each day when the sun is
high!!
And so to the end of Phase III. The
"Manahine" sailed away with the lucky
ones on their way back to their families in
G land and Phase IV commenced. This
phase should last until the end of March
when the Island will once again be left to
the few locals and Nature. But meanwhile
activity on the Islands proceeds at a great
rate and yours truly is kept very busy with
preparing met reports, sending most
unusual traffic back to the Royal Society,
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the odd meat procurement and of course
Amateur Radio.
To that end, and possibly to the
annoyance of some amateur operators
the score to the end of last year from 15th
August was 2478 QSOs on all bands Top
thru' to Ten. One hundred and thirty-eight
countries have been worked and average
WAC time is 57 seconds. I have been lucky
enough to offer QSOs to people all over
the world, of all races and creeds and
have made hundreds of friends. In
particular the thrill of working on 160
metres to the States was one of the
moments that will live in my memory.
Apparently this made the 98th Top Band
country for W1BB - I hope Stew manages
to get the other two for his DXCC on
Top!!! My sincere thanks to Des Barry,
G3ONU, who has coped with the flow of
QSLs and to Roli, ZC4RB, who has helped
in passing back the station logs from here
each week. That is why many QSL cards
have been acknowledged so quickly and
effectively. And last but by no means
least, my thanks to G4RS, whose regular
QSOs have enabled me to keep
reasonably sane, with news of my family
and the many friends left behind at
Blandford. The final report on this saga
will appear in due course, meanwhile 73's
to you all and good DX !!
(Up to 31 Dec. 67 1200 QSL cards had
been despatched by G3ONU).
[This account will be concluded in a future

Digest]

The Contest World
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
IOTA 2016
The RSGB’s premier
contest continues to
attract a good level of
entries. Numbers
have fallen slightly
since a peak in 2013 but this might be
expected with declining sunspot figures
and a solar flux of around 70 on the day.

Multi-2 operation is increasingly popular
in all contests as it allows full participation
by the two stations instead of one of the
stations spending the whole time looking
for multipliers. M/2 was introduced for
Island stations for this year’s IOTA and
attracted 21 entries against 78 traditional
multi-ops.

Year

Multi-op
Multi-op
Single-op
Single-op Multi-op Single-op Checklogs Total
IOTA DXped IOTA Fixed IOTA DXped IOTA Fixed World
World
Entries
2011
51
53
79
391
38
1493
202
2307
2012
57
47
82
445
0
1683
197
2511
2013
67
43
88
547
0
1853
239
2837
2014
49
50
67
440
0
1620
237
2463
2015
47
38
64
469
0
1515
218
2351
2016
53
46
64
496
0
1404
205
2268
2016 ↓
2016 ↓
14M2 39MS 7M2 39MS
World multi-op section was discontinued after 2011.
Island M/2 sections were introduced for 2016.
Along with IOTA, the HF Contests Committee is considering revisions to many of the rules for RSGB
Contests in 2017. Suggestions and comments are always welcome and should be sent to the
Chairman – Nick Totterdell, G4FAL at nick@totterdell.co.uk .

---oOo--RSGB 80m CCs
The six-month season of the RSGB 80m
Club Championship finished in July with
Norfolk ARC topping the final table well
ahead of De Montfort University ARS. The
Championship consisting of monthly 90minute CW, SSB and Data sessions was
established with the object of stimulating
increased contest activity. It certainly
seems to have achieved its objective.
Norfolk completely dominated the season.
They grouped together no less than 36
contributors to the scores and were in 1st

place for each of the 18 individual
sessions.
CQWW Management
Following his appointment as Director of
the CQ WW DX Contest, in succession to
Randy Thompson – K5ZD, Doug Zwiebel –
KR2Q, announced a restructuring of the
Contest’s management. The functions of
the Director will be replaced by a
“triumvirate” with the Director functions
being split between Doug and new
Committee appointees Scott Robbins –
W4PA and Robert Naumann – W5OV.
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Inevitably, a change in management has
provided the opportunity for reignition of
the debate over various aspects of the
rules. Periodically, proposals have been
raised to remedy the perceived
geographic disadvantages that affect
different parts of the World. Success from
the US is difficult unless the station is
close to the Atlantic coast. European
stations have a mass of one-point QSOs
on their doorstep whereas for the US,
most contacts within a similar radius
would be in the same country and would
be zero pointers. A station in Cyprus has a
wealth of European three-pointers closeby whereas JAs only score one point – and
so-on.

Some of these suggestions are in line with
the current scoring regime for CQ WW
RTTY. The overall associated discussion on
CQ-Contest Reflector favoured retaining
the status quo for CQ WW CW and SSB
due to its historic nature and the
desirability of retaining the historic
records. BUT many people did point out
that a new event, based on these ideas,
could turn out to be very popular.

Suggestions to address these issues
include:

On the CQ Contest Reflector, K8IA
analysed the figures for the 717 uniques
he made during the CW event.








Increase number of potential
multipliers by including US and JA call
areas and VE provinces;
Base scoring on zones instead of
multipliers: – Own Zone – multiplier
only, Adjacent Zone – 1 point, Other
Zones – 2 points;
Allow scoring contacts with own
country: Same country – 1 point, Same
Continent/Different country – 2
points, Different Continent 3 points;
Institute a more demanding exchange
– e.g Serial number + Serial number
from previous QSO.

Are Contesters getting older?
As though we didn’t know the answer
already, the Asian DX Contest, where the
exchange is the age of the operator,
annually provides a mark on this
somewhat downward path.

Age group
YLs (send 00)

% of total
5

0.7

10-19

4

0.6

20-29

6

0.8

30-39

20

2.8

40-49

80

11.2

50-59

228

31.8

60-69

242

33.8

70-79

10`

14.1

80-89

31

4.3

---oOo--Forthcoming events
Just a few of the offerings available to hone operating skills. A full listing and links to rules
can be found at http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/contestcal.html .
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CQ Worldwide DX Contest, RTTY

0000Z, Sep 24 to 2400Z, Sep 25

RSGB International Sprint , CW

1700Z-2100Z, Sep 24

UKEICC 80m Contest

2000Z-2100Z, Sep 28

RSGB 80m Club Sprint, CW

1900Z-2000Z, Sep 29

RSGB International DX Contest
0700Z-1900Z, Oct 2
** Successor to the 21/28MHz Contest and expanded to include 20m
UKEICC 80m Contest

2000Z-2100Z, Oct 5

RSGB RoLo CW
1900Z-2030Z, Oct 16
** This used to be ROPOCO – now changed to using QRA Locator codes
UKEICC 80m Contest

2000Z-2100Z, Oct 26

CQ Worldwide DX Contest, SSB

0000Z, Oct 29 to 2400Z, Oct 30

Ukrainian DX Contest
1200Z, Nov 5 to 1200Z, Nov 6
** One of those “everybody works everybody” contests with multipliers for countries and
Ukranian Oblasts. Always plenty to work at high speed – good practice for CQWW CW at
the end of November!

QRP Focus
Dave Sergeant, G3YMC
DX and all that
We didn’t think
conditions could get
any worse but they
did. The summer
doldrums have been
even deader than normal this year - many
days with the bands above 20m totally
dead and not that much to be found on
20m either. There has been very little
discussion of DX on our reflector and it
does seem to have been pretty general.
The sun was totally spotless on two
occasions, one lasting over a week but it is
now waking up again – not marvellous
and spoilt by geomagnetic activity but at
least better than it was. Hopefully by the
time you receive this decent autumn
conditions will be back with us. DX report
from G3YMC – zilch!
Contests
As to be expected, the propagation issues
trickled down to contests. The IARU
contest, in mid-July, was reasonable but

DX was sparse and hard to work. This was
repeated three weeks later in the IOTA
contest – this is a different sort of contest
as it is based on working islands and
support for these was mainly in Europe.
There has been considerable discussion
on the RSGB-HF Contesting reflector on
possible changes of either the rules or
shortening the exchange which has led
nowhere. But there is concern that entries
to this event are declining and any
changes along the lines discussed may
lead to a larger decline – especially if we
can expect poor propagation for some
years to come.
One contest I didn’t get round to entering
this year was the RSGB Low Power contest
where there are sections for 3W and 10W
stations in portable and fixed categories.
Originally a 40m and 80m event over six
hours, it was extended to include 20m this
year. The results have not yet been
published but with only 45 entrants and
the leader GM3BSQ/P making just 64
QSOs maybe adding 20m has not
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increased participation. The short time I
listened during the afternoon I found no
Low Power contest activity at all on 20m.
WAE in mid-August showed some
improvement in conditions with some
reasonable DX openings. WAE is not a
contest I enter as I can’t get my head
round the QTC concept and it seems
strange that pileups are regularly
interrupted every few minutes while
someone reels off a long list of stations
worked. QTCs are not something most
QRP operators would be happy doing
when surely just getting the QSO is the
important part, and there is no separate
QRP section in the contest. There again
many obviously do enjoy WAE.
QRP News
Dom M1KTA has announced that he will
be operating as E51KTA from March 10th
to 19th next year, including the BERU
contest. In July he operated as M1K from
the Scilly Isles EU-011.
Remember the Good Old Days?
I was interested to see the letter by
G4ALD in July RadCom where he was
referring back to the days 40-50 years ago
when the bands were wide open every
day to VK/ZL etc. I well remember those
days. It was in 1975 when I got my first HF
rig - an FT201 - when I was at my earlier
QTH not that far away from here.
I was fortunate to have a garden big
enough for a LONG long wire which
worked wonders on Top Band but which
was not expected to do that well on the
HF bands. 1975 was at the bottom of cycle
20 - the actual minimum was in 1976.
Unpacked the rig, tuned up, and in the
late evening worked a string of strong W
stations on 20m. Next morning, bright and
early, the band was full of VKs and ZLs,
magic. TVI soon curtailed my HF activities
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until I moved to my present QTH in 1977 very small garden, Top Band useless, but I
was soon working DX on the HF bands
with wire antennas. 40m was always alive
in the mornings and I well remember
ZL3GQ (SK) often there 599. Every day
there was something, the bands sounded
alive.
Those were the days. These days I switch
on in the morning, quick tune around and
hear nothing, then go off and do other
things. Propagation was most definitely
better 40 years ago and by a huge margin.
My feeling is that it is far more than just
decline in sunspots. Changes in operating
practices and equipment, people watching
the cluster rather than calling CQ, RBN
networks and similar all obviously have
had an effect. But the basic fact remains
that the propagation is simply not there.
When there are VK and ZL stations on I
barely hear them, whereas in 1975, near
sunspot minimum, wire antennas and
100w at best, I could work plenty of them.
I have a theory that there are
fundamental changes occurring in the
ionosphere. We know for instance that
the summer doldrums are caused to some
extent by chemical changes in the upper
atmosphere. What if there are similar long
term chemical changes, either in the F
layer such that it is less capable of being
ionised, or in the D layer which increases
attenuation? A side effect of climate
change maybe, or CFCs? There are all
sorts of possibilities but nobody seems to
be investigating them – we know a lot
more about the sun nowadays than then,
but we also know that it is not just the sun
that affects radio propagation. We should
not just be accepting that propagation
was better years ago, we should be
finding out why and there is far more to it
than the solar data.

The CDXC Digital Diary
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
Summer Time.
Well, the British summer
is living up to its
reputation – one fine day
followed by
thunderstorms. We
certainly have had
enough rain now. I am
still waiting for some good weather for
antenna work. Propagation is as bad too.
We are heading for the bottom of the
present cycle and still have three years to
go! In the words of Private Frazer (John
Laurie) We’re doomed!
BARTG
Those of you that are attending Newark
this year, please pay a visit to the BARTG
stand. It will be part of the Kenwood
display with kind permission of Mark
Haynes M0DXR. Mark is loaning us a
Kenwood radio and an antenna so there
should be some live RTTY happening
there. You can sign up to become a
“Friend of BARTG” to support the cause.
It’s free, but donations of any amount will
not be refused! All the money that comes
into BARTG goes on awards, in the form of
plaques or certificates, some of which will
be on display, or on donations to
DXpeditions, if approved. If you have not
tried RTTY before, this is a good
opportunity to do so. Simone M0BOX will
be on the stand for a lot of the time and
so will Chris G8APB, so please call and say
hello.
We would like a new web site, so if your
talent includes web design, and you have
some spare time to volunteer, we would
welcome you! Obviously the pay and
prospects and not all that good, but hey,
it’s a hobby as they say!

There will be some sample certificates for
various awards that BARTG issue and you
might like to take details of these and
work toward them. BARTG have four
contests each year and the next one is just
coming up.
BARTG 75 Baud Sprint
This is the last BARTG contest of the year
and takes place on Sunday 18th
September 2016. It’s only a four hour
contest and is 17:00 - 21:00z. Logs must
be submitted via the RSGB Robot now
ONLY, and within 7 days! Full rules can be
found at:
http://s3.spanglefish.com/s/7850/docum
ents/contests/sprint75/rules/current/bart
g%20sprint%2075%20rules.pdf
Logs can be uploaded at:
http://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/hfenter.pl
Other links and results can be found here:
http://www.bartg.org.uk/sprint75contest.
asp?pageid=211017
I know I mention this each year, but
please remember it is a SPRINT contest.
NO RST is needed. Some people never
read the rules because there are a lot,
mostly from the USA, still including the
RST. Be warned this year however! Our
contest manager Simone has said that she
might consider some handicap for those
that insist on sending RST.
75 Bauds is not a speed at which one
number can be sent in an over. I have
received “34” as one over – no call signs,
as a request for a repeat of the serial
number. If I had asked for a repeat of the
number, it means I did not receive it first
time. It was probably sent once on the
first over. The likelihood of me receiving it
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the second time after sending AGAIN only
once is remote! Why does this not
connect?
Please do NOT just send the serial number
once PLEASE! It can get lost very easily
with the vagaries of this speed and asking
for a repeat and getting the serial number
just ONCE again is extremely frustrating!
Remember, YOUR speed might be greater
than mine by doing that, but if you
disappear in the hope that I have your
number, and I lost it, your call will NOT
appear in my log, so in the end it’s tough
luck for you, not just me! Sorry to
emphasise these points, but it seems that
some operators will not adjust their
macros at all. In any case, sending it three
times on the first over is likely to be
successful and will save time in the end.
BARTG Sprint
The full results are available for the
January BARTG Sprint contest and can be
found at: http://tinyurl.com/z7gn4pm
I was pleased this year to come 5th, my
best placing in a RTTY contest for a while.
It was also top UK entry too, which comes
as a nice surprise with a sting in its tail.
Having achieved that position means that
I shall be viewed as an expert in the next
BARTG contest. That means I shall have to
work even harder!
Other Modes
JT65 and JT9 seem to be more popular
than ever. Ian M0KCM has given me some
more information on his success with
JT65.
“Following on from my update in the July
Digest, I can now give you further
news. Due to an unforeseen career break,
I have found myself with sufficient time to
give JT65 a go. I downloaded JT65-HF
software and within a couple of minutes I
was decoding signals. It didn’t take much
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longer until my first JT65 QSO was in the
log.
My initial findings are very favourable. If
you recall I had set myself four datamode
targets. 200 DXCC (I’m now on 199). 800
bandslots (currently 793), and to reach
WAZ and WAS. (WAZ has been completed
thanks to a zone 23 QSO on 17m
JT65). I’m also finding that the bands are
active every time I switch the radio on, no
matter what time of day or night.
The best results for me are on the lower
bands. All I have in the air is a 40 / 80m
trap dipole which is not exactly high
up. My all time, all mode DXCC and WAZ
scores are climbing already since starting
on JT65. VK on 40m is now a regular
QSO. I’m using www.pskreporter.info to
view where my signals are reaching and
I’ve added a screen capture onto my
qrz.com page. It shows my 40m JT65
signal being received in 6 continents at the
same time. Amazing! Four months of
activity have resulted in 80 DXCCs being
worked and almost 300 band slots from 80
through to 10m.
One trick I’ve already learnt on my short
time on the mode, is that an attempt for a
second band QSO (even if it is for an
annual DXCC challenge) will just be
greeted with “QSO B4”.
I’m still dropping back onto PSK and RTTY
to pick up new bandslots. Recent log
entries have included RI1FJ and J79WI on
20M RTTY, V55DX on 15M PSK63 and
9Q0HQ on 15M PSK31.”
Meanwhile, Gordon G3PXT, who seems to
live on his radio for most of the day, has
sent me his updated list! Gordon also
informs me that he worked 53 stations in
the Domino Russian contest for which he
received a very nice certificate.
In band order this is his “choice from over
2000 QSOs”

17m

JT-65

KY7M, JA6ATL, JA3HWX, N9HR,
JH3CUL, JA4OK, JR3IIR, JL7KGW,
4Z1TL, JA1CCX, TF5B, TF3PPN

17m

RTTY

EY7AD, 7Z1HL

17m

PSK

HS0ZJK

15m

JT-65

YE6YE

40m

JT-65

K3DBG, D44TWO

20M

RTTY

RA2FB, A61ZX, KP4PS, A71AE,
W3HZ, VE2UTT, 7Z1HL, JF8EPR,
W4MLB, RD0A, W4GKM, AE1T,
K4SO, N3QE, N2BJ, A61DJ, JE4CIL,
E21YDP, YB1BML, YB5BOY, PX2A,
EA8PT, W9TB – All these during
RTTY Contest

20m

JT-65

JR3IIR, JA2XYO, VK5GR, FR1GV,
N6PF, KB0BQZ

Now whilst I cannot admit that I am
enthusiastic about JT-65, I thought it
about time that I tried it too. So, rather
reluctantly, I downloaded WSJT-X and
installed it. Setting up was fairly intuitive
and straightforward, but operating the
mode was rather alien. Tuning a signal in
and waiting 43 seconds to find out who I
was listening to, doesn’t do much to whet
my enthusiasm. However, dutifully
motivated I tried it with a local station
Dick G3XVF. We had QSOs on both JT65
and JT9 after making some adjustments to
the settings.
I can honestly admit that I won’t be a
regular user, but I can see some
advantages in these modes, especially to
those in limited terrain, small gardens,
flats etc., where normal modes would not
be possible, especially with the present
position in the solar cycle. It most
certainly is not a chat mode, nor
DXpedition mode, and definitely will
never be used in contests! However, for
those chasing countries and slots, it is a
useful tool.
Using the cheat-sheet is no different from
using the Supercheck Partial in N1MM+
really, but not truly ethical because you

should have copied the information as it
was sent, not from some cheat-sheet!
Slot filling using the mode could also be
useful for those in my age bracket where
it is somewhat speculative if we will see
another solar maximum! This could be the
way to fill some elusive slots and gain
some awards that we can’t wait for!
Horses for courses I guess, but I still prefer
the normal modes myself. However,
please keep up the input, because it is
certainly catching on.
UBNs
Do you worry about UBNs? Are you
concerned that your ability may be
flagging? Are you too presumptive about
what goes into your log? These, and
other, questions could be asked after
looking at your own UBN score. It can be
very disconcerting. I looked at my UBNs in
the BARTG Sprint and found I had 20 of
them!
I was glad to see that I had a certificate for
5th place in the world, top in G, quite
pleased with that. However, I then looked
at my shocking UBNs!! Wow, 20 of them!
I shall really have to take more care with
my operating. I was then told by John
GW4SKA that 20 was not much to be
concerned about. John emailed me and
said - “That UBN total is nothing to worry
about. I had 763 Qs and 31 UBNs, 13 of
them for wrong serial numbers. Given the
horrible conditions with weak noisy signals
and the usual contest QRM, that seems
reasonable and unavoidable.”
Thinking about it he is right, a lot of QSOs
and proportionately it would seem to be
“not many”. I still don’t like to see them
but this would emphasise my point in the
75 Baud Sprint where sending a serial
number just once is not good practice!
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Multi decoders
The above comments would support the
use of multi-decoders. I am STILL running
my old XP machine so cannot do this, but
this looks a good solution:
Adrian AA5UK is running THREE on his
screen!
“I operated the DZ-DL RTTY contest from
Cayman as ZF2AE. I ran MMTTY as my
main decoder, 2Tone as the second
decoder and Gritty as my third decoder.
The bands were in horrible shape from ZF.
I only managed one contact on 15M and
the rest on 20M. I was using an IC-7000
with a Microham USB III in FSK mode
logging with N1MM+. Band conditions
had deep fades and at times 20m was
completely dead, except for about five
contacts I was able to work almost
everything I heard. I was running 85W in
LP mode.
MMTTY was great most of the time in FIR
Profile but not perfect. 2Tone I left in
Flutter mode; it was very good and better
than MMTTY most of the times; but at
times I had bad decode and the other two
decoders did better. I was using mostly
800Hz DSP Filter and when stations
started to crowd me, I knocked it down to
500 or 450Hz. I also used 1200Hz filter
when the bands went completely silent
just to make sure I was not missing
something. I would say based on my band
conditions roughly 60% of the time all
three decoders were spot on. In the other
40% of the times, reception would vary
and typically two out of the three
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decoders would decode the correct call. I
don't remember seeing a reduction in
decoding from Gritty at narrow
bandwidths, too busy handling the
pileups. The only time I had difficulty was
when the simplex pileup got a little
aggressive and I reverted to calling CQ
when none of the decoders could pull out
a call. This happened only a few times
surprisingly mostly with JA stations. I
suspect ZF is rare for them. Looking at the
DXCluster spots post contest, the pileups
matched the cluster spot times.
Overall I was very happy operating with all
three decoders. I highly recommend all
RTTY operators that can use multiple
decoders to do so. It will definitely
increase your contesting enjoyment and
increase your accuracy rate and contest
pace. For future DX RTTY contests or micro
DXpeditions, I would use the same setup
as I felt from the DX side, I had good
decoding overall during poor band
conditions and I had a nice pace with few
repeats going during most of the contest.”
Well, as soon as I update my computer I
shall be trying this out. I hope to do that
soon, but how soon has been put back
slightly as I have just had my son’s
wedding in Ibiza and the trip and wedding
present represents a pretty good
computer, so maybe next year…
OK folks, that’s it, --- play the music –
open the cage ----See you on the Green Keys.
73 de Roger, G3LDI

From Past Years……..
A Reminiscence of the 1950s
[This article by Ron Glaisher - G6LX, first appeared in the May 1993 CDXC Digest. Ron was a
very well-known DXer, President of CDXC in 1993, and a leading light in the Surry Radio
Contact Club. He became a Silent Key in 2001.]
A recent
announcement of the
death of US Air Force
General Curt LeMay,
reminded me of an
interesting
experience that
occurred during the
very early days of
amateur single-sideband. As one of the
nuts who experimented with this mode in
the early 1950's and a regular equipment
reviewer for the Short Wave Magazine,
the late Austin Forsyth asked me to write
and edit a new SSB column for the
Magazine. I believe this was the first
regular SSB column in any magazine,
although there had been specific articles
in other magazines a few months earlier
and QST later introduced their 'On the Air
with Single-Sideband’. The SWM SSB
column was well read and syndicated to a
number of amateur magazines in many
parts of the world, including the USA
where SWM had an arrangement with CQ.
In the mid-50's, I received a request from
KØAF, General Butch Griswold, the Deputy
Commander of the US Strategic Air
Command for publicity in my column for
amateurs to co-operate in a series of SSB
tests being conducted by SAC on the
amateur bands. Butch, was an old friend,
who I first met during the war when he
commanded a Flying Fort Wing in the UK
and later when I had almost daily AM and
CW contacts while he was KG6AF in
Guam. He was also a frequent visitor
when he did a spell as Commander US Air
Forces Europe, based in High Wycombe.
This was at the height of the Cold War and
SAC were spearheading the nuclear

deterrent by flying missions on a 24 hour
basis in many parts of the world.
Immediate response was the name of the
game and Butch explained the need to
have direct voice contact with all SAC
aircraft from their HQ in Omaha Nebraska.
At the time SAC were using a network of
amplitude modulated relay stations and
these were not providing the
communications reliability that was
needed. Butch and his boss, Curt LeMay
(another licensed amateur) wanted to try
SSB, but there was a lack of equipment
and Air Force ground stations that could
transmit or receive the mode.
I am not sure who suggested using
amateurs and amateur equipment for the
tests, but that's exactly what happened.
SAC fitted out a K35 tanker aircraft (a
version of the 707) with a number of
operating positions and a variety of
antennas and amateurs worldwide were
asked to listen and work KØAF/AM during
the tests. Various manufacturers of
amateur SSB equipment were invited to
provide equipment on loan and supply
operators. SAC felt this was a good
opportunity for equipment makers to
familiarize themselves with the
operational requirements and, of course it
also enabled SAC to assess the equipment
that was available. Those who accepted
the invitation were Art Collins, WØCXX,
Bill Hallagan, W9AC (Halicrafters), Mort
Kahn, W2KR (Temco), Barry Barker,
W3BW of Barker and Williamson and Don
Merton, K2AAA of Eldico. For comparison
with the SSB , there was a team of Air
Force radio technicians to operate over
the existing SAC amplitude modulated
network. Art Collins and Bill Hallagen
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joined the flight at Offut Air Base, the SAC
HQ in Omaha and some initial tests were
made en-route to New York to collect the
others. KØAF/AM then headed for
Greenland and the Arctic which was a key
area for SAC communications. Amateurs
world-wide were contacted on 14 MHz
SSB from this area during several flights
over the North Pole and other arctic areas
before heading for London. I met the
team at Heathrow and spent several days
showing them the sights and we had
several get-togethers with other
sidebanders who they had worked. I was
invited to join the flight, first to Algiers,
then to Saudi Arabia, Bangkok, Japan and
the Philippines, before returning to the
USA via the Pacific. Unfortunately, I was
only able to take advantage of the first
sector as my boss was not prepared to
lose me for the three or four weeks of the
whole trip.
The test flight was highly successful
proving the superiority of SSB as over 900
different amateur contacts were made
and SSB contact was maintained on a

direct basis between the aircraft and the
USA throughout the whole flight.
Although other and more extensive tests
took place later, the KØAF/AM operation
opened the way for the adoption of SSB as
a prime communications mode for the
SAC. Several years later, I was invited to
spend a weekend as a guest of Butch at
Offut and I was shown photographs and
the logs of the trip. I was also shown the
latest Collins SSB transceivers that had
been designed for SAC and were being
installed in their aircraft.
As a tailpiece, it should be mentioned that
the RAF also carried out similar test flights
comparing SSB and AM. However, the
British authorities were not as
forthcoming as their US counterparts, so
the results were not made public. Apart
from Curt LeMay, Mort Kahn, W2KR, Art
Collins, WØCXX and Bill Hallegan, W9AC
are also Silent Keys, but Butch is still
active and is now living in California, as is
Don Merton, K2AAA, who can often be
found on 20m.

Letters to the Editor
From Chris, G3SVL
Reading John, G3HTA’s article (Almost too
late: John Forward, G3HTA – July 2016
Digest) I was struck by the careful
planning and tenacity he demonstrated in
repairing a tower stuck half-cranked with
a broken cable after a storm. There was
one worrying theme that ran through the
article though - John was not able to do
most of this himself and thus had to
create safe work arounds. My immediate
thought was ‘how could local CDXC
members have helped?’. I have access as
an administrator to member’s postcodes
and there are a dozen members who live
50

in John’s top level postcode and a further
nine who live in adjacent postcodes.
So let’s keep the community spirit up and
if you need help with something like this,
then drop the secretary a note and he can
contact nearby members to ask if they can
assist. Alternatively, just post a ‘cry for
help’ on the Reflector. It’s what clubs
should be about.
--oOo--A Response to W9KNI by Ray Soifer,
W2RS
In the May Digest, Bob Locher, W9KNI,
proposes some changes to the DXCC

programme. Though I don’t happen to
agree, Bob’s article stimulated what’s left
of my little gray cells, so for that he has
my thanks.
Bob writes that contesting attracts more
young participants than DXing, which he
attributes to the difficulty of someone
starting today ever reaching the DXCC
totals attained by some old timers. As a
remedy, he suggests starting DXCC anew
every ten years.
As Bob knows, in 1998 the possibility of a
new starting date for DXCC was seriously
considered by ARRL and rejected. DXCC is
not a contest; it is simply a way of
measuring and recognising individual
achievement. One’s DXCC standing is a
lifetime record, under whatever
conditions it was accomplished.
Bob and I are roughly contemporaries. He
is a year older, but I obtained my first
licence in 1955, two years before he did.
Despite that, Bob has a Mixed total of 381
entities, compared to my 364. On the
Honor Roll, Bob and I are both on 339
current entities, so his lead in the
Standings box is due entirely to his having
worked 17 more now-deleted DXCC
entities than I did. I didn’t begin serious
DXing until 1968, which would explain
most of the difference in our totals. Does
that mean we should both start over? Of
course not. We are not in competition;
the standings merely tell our respective
stories.
Assuming that Bob is right about
contesters being younger than DXers – he
presents no figures – there are many good
reasons, other than standings envy, why
this might be true.
Perhaps most importantly, serious DXing
takes up a lot of time, which most young
amateurs do not have. They’re too busy
working, studying, raising their families,
etc. It’s far less difficult for them to clear

off a few weekends a year – or parts of
them -- to participate in some of the
major contests. Then, today’s contesting
world requires far greater familiarity with
computers, software, networking, etc,
than DXing, which the younger generation
is more likely to have. Finally, competing
seriously in contests requires physical
fitness and endurance. How many old
timers are up for operating SO2R for 24 or
48 hours straight? I didn’t even mention
climbing towers to install and maintain
contest antennas.
Bob also proposes changes to the DXCC
Challenge programme, noting that the
inclusion of 1.8 and 50 MHz gives a great
advantage to European and W/VE east
coast participants over such unfortunates
as Bob and myself, who live in Oregon and
Arizona respectively.
Again, DXCC is not a contest. “Fairness” is
not relevant. Those with better locations,
antennas, power levels, etc, have always
had advantages. In the words of John F.
Kennedy, “life is unfair.” Why should
DXing be any different?
That said, let me close with an off-the-wall
suggestion that might stimulate your own
gray cells: in addition to – not instead of –
today’s DXCC Challenge programme, how
about two new categories: “HF” and
“Unlimited?”
The HF category would include only bands
from 80 through 10 metres (except 60m),
thus levelling the playing field to some
extent. In contrast, “Unlimited” would be
just that: it would include not only 1.8 and
50 MHz, but also 144, 432 and perhaps
even 1296 MHz and above. With the
advent of JT65 and similar digital modes
for EME, the VHF and UHF bands have
come of age for DX. My fellow Arizonan,
AA7A, has 11-band DXCC. Is it time to
include them in the Challenge?
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New/Amended Annual Standing Order Instructions
To:

…………………………………………………………………

Branch:

….……………………………………………………………...

Bank

Please pay:
Bank:
Branch:
Sort Code:
Account:
IBAN:
BIC:
Account name:

NatWest Bank
Kingston upon Thames
60-60-02
44532385
(International transfers only) GB38 NWBK 60 60 0244 5323 85
(International transfers only) NWBK GB 2L
CDXC

Reference:

………..………… (Please insert your callsign or SWL number)

A payment of £ …………… (please enter current subscription amount on 1st July next,
followed by an annual payment of £ …………… (please enter annual subscription
amount) on each 1st July thereafter, until further notice in writing.
Please debit my/our account accordingly.
Name of account to be debited : ……….…………………………………..……
Account number :…………..………………………………………..……………..
This replaces any existing Standing Order payable to ‘CDXC’ or ‘Chiltern DX Club’.
Your name(s): ………………….…………..……………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………….
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE
Signature:

…………………………………………………………………………….

Signature:

…………………………………………………………………………….

(For accounts where two signatures are required)
Date:

……………………

Your address:

……………………….…………………………………………………….

Postcode:

……………………….…………………………………………………….
……………………….

After completion, please send the signed form to the UK bank branch holding your account and
not to CDXC. If you are using ONLINE banking, then make the Standing Order request directly ONLINE.
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Waters & Stanton Ltd, Spa House, 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS

01702 204965
@wsplc

01702 205843

blog.hamradiostore.co.uk

sales@wsplc.com

facebook.com/WatersandStanton

Waters and Stanton

We have free parking, a cafe opposite and a pub nearby ‘pay us a visit’

W&S @ Jaycee, 20 Woodside Way,
Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DF

01592 756962
jayceecoms@aol.com
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FT DX 3000D
HF/50MHz Base Transceiver

The impressive full-colour TFT display in the FTDX3000D not only looks
superb but enables both new and experienced operators to easily access
all the transceivers outstanding features and functions, therefore ensuring
they achieve the superior level of perfomance the FTDX3000D offers.
Our current range of HF transceivers are the result of over 50 years of
research, development and dedication to the amateur radio hobby, which
we continue to support and invest in.
All our new transceivers have a 2 year warranty* and are fully supported
by our authorised dealers and our Yaesu UK Service Centre.
*Terms and conditions apply.

See website for details.

Passionate about our hobby since 1956
www.yaesu.co.uk

NEW ACOM 600S
HF + 6m Linear Ampliﬁer

From the Bulgarian factory comes this superb
600W output HF/6m Solid State Linear
Amplifier.
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For more info see:
HamRadio.co.uk/Acom600s
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Beautifully engineered and easy interface to
any HF Transceiver, this small & very compact
amplifier requires only 35W of drive to achieve
up to 600W output so 400W it's barely
breaking it in to a sweat.
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ML&S Gift
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worth
£100
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In stock, on demonstration and ready to collect or ship today.

Tel: 0345 2300 599
Web: HamRadio.uk

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9.30am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44(0) 1932 567 333
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